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Maine Law, Effective Soon,
Aimed At the Hitch Hik
ing Nuisance
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SHOWS 2.30—6.30—3.30
SATURDAY
A 100% All Talking
Singing, Dancing of the South

EXIRA TROUSERS FREE
For a limited time with every suit order
A SAVING OF FROM $8.00 TO $12.00
ON A MADE TO MEASURE SUIT
Twice each year the International Tailoring Co. have
an Extra Trousers Free Sale
Now Is the Time
A Cleanup of Woolens

C. A.

HAMILTON

442 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

82-83

“HEARTS IN DIXIE”
With
200 Singers, Dancers, Actors
First Talking Picture Ever Actu
ally Filmed in the South
PARAMOUNT ACT
PATHE COMEDY
Shows 2.03—6.30 to 10.30

MON.-TUES.-WED.
100% All Talking. Singing,
Playing
FRED WARING’S
PENNSYLVANIANS
In

Majority Rules

“SYNCOPATION”

How many times have you heard
this remark—

Where Can I Find

CRUTCHES
Kittredge Has Them

RICE’S
FRANKFURTS

When you need them you need
them badly. They are always to
be found at the—

KITTREDGE
PHARMACY
At New Location
Five Doors South of Park Street

81-84

Largest Selling Brand

In Maine

HURRICANE’S

The process known as “thumbing”
or "hitch-hiking”—which means in
plain English 'bumming an automo
bile ride—has been frowned upon by
a Maine law which goes into effect
next IMonday. carrying a sentence of
• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
30 days in iail, a fine of $50, or both.
On July 13, the required DO days
•••
The best reformers the world has
| after the adjournment of the Login ••• ever seen are those who have comi
lature
requisite to make a law oper••• menced on themselves.
sia.s.
j alive will have elapsed and Chap.
*
••• ••• «•* .«. .«. .«. .«. .».
.«. .«. .«. » 31" of- the
public laws of 1929, ap
proved April 13. by Gov. Gardiner
THE POWER OF THE PAST
will become a part of the statutes of
Maine.
[For The Courier-Gazette]
Chapter 317, is an anti-hitch-hik
i The day w as fine. The stone broken well
ing law. It makes it unlawful to beg
Beneath the wedges' parting strain,
a ride in any motor vehicle, other
And as the merchant's spirits rose
Proud memories came again.
than a iegular passenger carrying for
hire vehicle, whether such begging is
He lived once more in youthful years,
done by word, gesture, or other de
In sunny days of summer-time,
When clouds were not. and beauty reigned
vice. The punishment provided is
In a far and favored clime.
that indicated: a fine of not more
And the thrall of years that still could bind than $50 or imprisonment for not
more than 30 days or both.
Found his heart and touched his pen,
Till he thought of loved ones while he wrote
This applies to boys who seek
Of his business affairs, to men ;
transportation to the ball games, out
to the ponds or the country clubs,
And the rugged stone took woman’s form,
All framed in ghostly reticence,
anywhere, in this manner, or who try
A sweetheart's form, whose presence now
to get a ride from home to school,
Imposed a joyful deep suspense.
during term time, as well as to the
His business friends had cause for wonder— hobo on the highway who tries for a
He wrote of stone of dazzling grace—
lift.
But they knew not of the vision’s favor
The new statute is similar to laws
That gave great joy with one fair face.
in other states and has come as a
R. U. Brodie
Long Cove
direct result of the growth of
thumbing” or “hitch-hiking,” as it
A FINE HERITAGE
is more frequently called.
This practice, says the Lewiston
The Fossett Store At Union Has Had Journal, has assumed such propor
Four Generations Of Proprietors
tions in the past couple of years that
it is a nuisance. A ear can scarcely
Work on the Fossett tourist camps drive along the highway without
I in Union brings to notice the extra constant application from boys and1
young men. most of them well dressed
ordinary length of time that this and smoking—many times better
, business and location has r< mained dressed than the man driving the ma
I in one family. Four generations ago chine—for a ride.
Tliis begging is mostly done by the
the store was started by George Fos
familiar method of Jerking the
sett, grandfather of W. C. Fossett, thumb in the direction the car is go
who conducted a successful general ing. Sometimes it comes in the form
store. In time his son James took of a call from the roadside requesting
over the store and conducted it along a ride. In the fall, during the foot
ball season, and the spring during
the same line.
In natural sequence William C. track meet and baseball time, stu
Fossett took over the plant and has dents from colleges and prep schools
I expanded and developed the business. throng the highways. Fridays, Sat
With the present new enterprise, urdays and Sundays “thumbing”
rides to the places where the team
| Riverside
Lunch and
Overnight
is playing. These students do not al
Camps the fourth generation takes its
ways depend upon voice or signs with
place in the person of Sarah Fossett the thumb. Instead they have large,
Pinkham, thus for over 80 years the easily read signs pinned on their
same family has transacted business backs.
under one roof.
Hitch-hiking by the students has
The old store by the Georg? s bridge almost entirely superceded the old
j has Fong been a land mark and at the system of riding the blind baggage,
I same time a mecca for all sorts and or the brake rods on railroad trains,
conditions, who have ever found it which for years was used by them.
hospitable and fair in all its dealings. Now comes chapter 317 to put a ban
The new development seems destined on the hitch-hiking plan of transpor
to further enhance that long-time tation.
reputation for integrity and to lend a
The full text of the new law is:
still greater service.
Sec. 1. It shall be unlawful for any
person while upon any public high
way, or the right-of-way of any pub
lic highway, to endeavor by words,
gestures of otherwise, to beg, invite
or secure transportation in any mo
tor vehicle not engaged in passenger
THEATRE
I carrying for hire, unless said person
CAMDEN. ME.
knows the driver thereof or any
Tel. 161-3
passenger therein. Provided, nothing
I in this act shall prohibit the soliciVITAPHONE
MOVIETONE
tation of aid in the event of accidents
Always Cooler Inside
or by persons who are sick or seeking
assistance for the sick; and provided
THURSDAY-FRIDAY
furthermore, that the exception for
sickness shall apply only in cases of
WILLIAM HAINES
bona fide sickness in which an emer
IX
gency axists.
'
Sec. 2. Any person violating an>
“DUKE STEPS OUT”
or the provisions of this act shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and
With
upon conviction thereof shall be punJOAN CRAWFORD
ished by a fine of not more than
A Talking Picture
fifty dollars, nr imprisonment for not
more than thirty days, or by both
FOX ACT
PATHE REVIEW
fine and imprisonment.—App. April
PARAMOUNT NEWS
**•
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MUST PAY EXCISE TAX
New Law Relative To Automobile Ownership Goes Into
Effect the Coming Saturday
Probably not many persons have
read the public laws of the State of
Maine, as passed by the last Legisla
ture, hut it will pay automobile own
ers to familiarize themselves with
Chapter 305 which deals with “an act
to provide equitable and uniform tax
ation for motor vehicles,” which be
comes effective next Saturday. This
act will inform them that automo
biles are subject to excise tax,
whether the cars are in the owners’
possession before or after April 1st,
and that a duplicate receipt must be
forwarded to the Secretary of State
bef ,re a State licehse is issued. The
law in full is here given for the bene
fit of the many persons interested.

provided to the city or town wherein
he resides.
See. 79. Any owner who has paid
said excise tax for a motor vehicle
the ownership of which is trans
ferred, or which is subsequently
totally lost by fire, theft, or accident,
in the same calendar year, shall be
entitled to a credit to the amount of
such tax towards an excise tax for
another motor vehicle which may he
required of him in the same calendar
year. No portion of any excise tax
once paid shall be repaid to any per
son; and from October first to Dec.
31 such credit shall not exceed •onethird of the amount of the original
tax.
Sec. 30. Receipts for the payment
« « • «
of this excise tax shall be in the
S c. 76. An excise shall lie levied form prescribed by the Secretary of
annually as herein provided with State. They shall be issued in dupli
respect to each calendar year for the cate, and one copy shall be delivered
Back in 18^3 the boom at Hurricane Island was still a healthy one, and privilege of operating upon the pub to the Secretary of State, at the time
on the horizon was no cloud to indicate that as a granite center the place lic ways, each motor vehicle to he
application is made for registration
was doomed. In the above picture are seen six of the stalwart men who so operated, subject to the provis •of the motor vehicle, and filed with
were helping get out stone for government buildings. At the extreme left ions of section 82 as follows: a sum the application.
stands Joe Driscoll, still a resident cf Crockett’s Point. No. 2 was not equal to 23 mills on each dollar of
Sec. 31. The collector of taxes of
identified for the writer, but next in order came John Thomas who was a the maker's list price for the first or each city or town, or such other
tool-boy, Bert McNichol, and two men who were familiarly knewn as current year of model, 16% mills for person as the city or town may des
“Young” Hill and “Old Man” Hill. The picture was taken in front Qf the the second yea I*, 12% mills for the ignate, shall collect such excise tax
blacksmith shop by Arthur B. Packard of Rockville, whose uncle, H. T. third year. 9 mills for the fourth year, and issue to each person paying it,
Packard was foreman of the cutters. Hurricane Island still had large 5% mills for the fifth year and 3 mills the receipt therefor prescribed in
enough population so that two school teachers were necessary.
I for the sixth year and .succeeding section 80.
years; provided, however, that perSec. 82. The excise tax under the
registering under the provisions provisions of this chapter during the
RECALLS OTHER DAYS NERVOUS BREAKDOWN | sons
of section 34 and 75 of chapter 211 of period beginning with September
the public laws of 1921, the state first and ending with Dec. 31 shall be
W. J. Hatton Writes About Was Responsible For Young and political sub-divisions thereof, one-third of the sum named in sec
bona lide dealers or manufacturers tion 76.
the Old Knox Mansion
Man’s Suicide Which Has of moior vehicles, which motor ve
Sec. 83. Each designated city of
hicles are solely for the purpose of ficial and treasurer of each town
and Hitching Posts
Saddened Stonington
demonstration and sale and which shall keep an account of the money
constitute stock in trade, telephone received by him for said excise taxes,
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Despondent as the result of a ner
and telegraph companies subject to and deposit tlie same in the city
Y’our paper dated June 27 I have vous breakdown from which he had the excise tax set forth in chapter or town treasury monthly. Failure
read with interest.
Among the suffered for some time, Albert L. nine of the revised statutes in sec so to deposit shall be cause for im
All
articles might be mentioned the Knox Simpson, 33, of the firm of J. H. tions 36 to 42. express companies sub mediate removal from office.
Memorial. When a boy I used to haul Simpson & Son, Stonington locked ject to the excise tax as set forth in moneys collected in accordance with
chapter nine of the revised statutes the provisions of this act shall be ap
cordwood by the old mansion. I try himself in a room of an unoccupied
in sections 43 to 46, both inclusive, portioned between such town, city
to see it as I used to in those days, house on the Thurston farm, owned railroad companies subject to the and any village corporation, sewer
but I find it hard to visualize; it was by his father, John II. Simpson, and excise tax set forth in chapter nine of district, fire district or other public
so long ago. When the new Memorial ended his life by shooting himself the revised statutes, sections 25 to 42, municipal corporation, in the same
is built I hope I shall be able to see with a rifle. He left a note an both inclusive, excepting however, manner as the moneys now collected
nouncing his intention to kill himself. motor busses used for the transpor for taxes assessed on property lo
it, and then perhaps I can recall the
Mr. Simpson left home at 6 o’clock tation of passengers for hire, shall cated within such town or city.
old one.
in the evening, saying that he was not be subject to the excise herein
Sec. 84. The collector of taxes of
Another thing that interested me going to visit a friend living near by. provided.
any adjacent town or the city
See. 77. Any automobile owner, treasurer of any adjacent city shall
was the article on the hitching post. When he did not return some time
later and it was learned that he had who has paid the excise tax on his receive the excise tax and issue the
When 1 came here years ago the horse
not paid the visit, search was begun motor vehicle for the year to a city the receipt prescribed therefor under
was used for most everything, and
and the body was found late at night or town as hert in provided, shall this chapter to persons residing in
the hitching posts were in front of
in the farmhouse.
he exempt from further or other tax unorganized places in any county.
every dwelling also all the stores. At
Besides his parents, he leaves n ation on said motor vehicle for that Sudi fees shall l>e for the use of the
the churches and beaches one would
town in which such tax is paid.
find long lines of rails for tying the brother, Irving Simpson of North year by said city or town.
Sec. 85. Any person wilfully mak
See. 78. No motor vehicle owned
horses up; but now you cannot find Haven, and a sister, Mrs. Ernest
or controlled by a resident of this ing any false statement to any per
one left for the simple reason there Cripps of Panama.
The deceased Was born in Stoning State shall he registered under the son charged with the duty of receiv
are no horses left.
I bought my first horse when I was ton 32 years ago and was the young provisions of chapter 211 of the pub ing this tax and issuing the receipt
16 years old, and I always kept one est of the three children of John 11. lic laws of 1921 and acts amendatory therefor, when making statement for
or two until three years ago then I and Sadie (Chapin) Simpson. He at thereof and additional thereto until the purpose of the levy of said tax
Vtas obliged to give Old Dobbin away, tended the public schools of that town the owner or person controlling the hereunder shall be fined not more
for I could not sell him and I have and in 1917 graduated from Shaw’s same has paid the excise tax herein than $25.—Approved April 13.
been lonesome for a horse ever since. Business College, Portland. He worked
John Brown, the evangelist from Ala for a time in the advertising depart
FOR THE CHURCH ORGAN
LIVESTOCK SPECIAL
bama, used to tell a story about a ment of the Portland Evening Ex
man who was converted in one of his press. After a time this newspaper
Mrs. Joyce Lehing of Rutherford,
meetings. This man was in the habit consolidated with the Portland Press A
Maine Central Train N .J. expects to arrive at Crescent
of going to town and stopping in Herald and many of its staff were
front of the saloon where he would eliminated. Mr. Simpson went to
Which Will Interest All Bench Sunday, when final plans will
tie his horse to the hitching post that Springfield, Mass., where he was em
be perfected for her appearance in
Farmers
was there for the accommodation 3f ployed for a short period. Returning
the concert Friday evening, July 19,
the patrons. After he was converted to his home town he entered the
being sponsored by the Unversalist
lie would go to the same old hitching grocery business with his father,
The Maine Central’s Special Live (’hureh organ fund committee. Mrs.
post and he couldn't get by the saloon. under the firm name of J. H. Simp stock and Farm Development Train, Inching, who is a soprano of rare
Evangelist Brown would urge his son & Son. He was a young man of
which will tour the State from July ability, will he assisted by Miss Edna
hearers not to tie to the same old good habits and pleasing personality
Gregory, pianist, of this city, and the
hitching post. But what a change has and was liked by all who knew him. 29 to Aug. 8, inclusive, will stress the program these two artists are pre
taken place. There, are neither sa- Ilis loyalty to friends and love of importance of better crops as well as paring promises one of the finest
' ioons nor hitching posts any more, children were eloquently proven of improved livestock, according to
musical treats afforded local music
an<1 thp evangeUgt win have to fin.l when they came from far and near to
lovers for some time. The proceeds
look upon his features before the
s„mf, „thpr j|iuatration.
will be devoted to the fund being cre
, j am going ,o visit the ow pjnp funeral. The flowers were many and
ated to rebuild the present UniverTree g(ate sometlme the last of this beautiful and fully exemplified the
salist organ. Tickets are now on sale,
lnon(|) an(, , sha„ v,s,t Thl. Couripr. high esteem in which the young man
and may he procured at The Copper
Oazpttp whlch has Wn Ku(.h a satis. was held.
Kettle, the Mabelle Beauty Shoppe,
Hirf sister in the Canal Zone was
! ractlnn
nle as the years have gone
and at the stores of J. F. Gregory Sons
| by while 1 have been so far away | !'nabIp to at,end ‘h- funeral. The
Co., Mrs. M. A. Johnson, E. O’B.
j from the scenes of my childhood. I hearers were: Frank Webb, Guy
Gonia, C. E. Daniels and Crockett’s
Auction and contract bridge play- < xpect my whole family will be there Welch. Lyman Stinson, Arthur Spof
Baby Store, and from the committee
ers will be interested to know that at the same time and it will be the ford and Leo Turley. Sympathy of
in charge composed of Mrs. W. E.
Mrs. Arthur Brown, a teacher of these first time we have all been together the entire community goes out to the
Morgan, chairman, Mrs. E. F. Berry,
subjects in Hartford, Conn., will give ' in the State since we left there 42 bereaved family.
Mrs. Fr<*d Burpee, Miss Pearl Borgerlessons to a limited number while years ago. It will be a great event,
son, Mrs. Joseph Brewster of Cam
resting the next few weeks in this for me, at least. We have plenty of
GUS "PINCH HITS”
den, Mrs. Howard Dunbar, Mrs.
city. Mrs. Brown has successfully dams, lobsters and fish out here on
Charles A. Emery, Miss Esther Fertaught classes from the best families I the Pacific coast, but after eating
nald, Miss Beatrix Flint. Mrs. E. O’B.
of Hartford. She may he reached by these things in Maine for years one Lions Organizer Tells Rock
fkinin, Mrs. E. F. (Hover, Miss Myrtle
telephone for details at 989-R. 81-83 is spoiled for seafood from any where
land Brethren About the
Herrick, Mrs. J. A. Jameson. Miss
__ ______________________ _
else. So here is:
Mabel F. Ijimb, Mrs. O. B. Lovejoy,
“Hail to the State of Maine,
Louisville Convention
“Where the pine knots grow and
Misses Evelyn and Frances Mc
the north winds blow,
The Lions Club was without a Commissioner of Agriculture Frank Dougall, Mr. and Mrs. John New
“Where it snows, and hails and speaker yesterday, owing to a cancel
P. Washburn of Augusta, and Ag man, Mrs. James O'Hara, Mrs. E. W.
rains.”
lation, and into the breach sprang tinricultural Agent W. G. Hunton of Peaslee, Miss Lucy Rhodes, Mrs.
W. J. Hatton
George Palmer, Mrs. C. E. Rollins,
old reliable Gus Tapley Sturtevant,
Portland, M.C.R.R.
2822 N. Griffin avenue, Los Angeles who asked only in return that the
Miss Margaret Stahl, Mrs. Ochea SidRockland Club would send a good
ensparker, Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Sendelegation to the organization meet W. G. Hunto-n of Portland, Agricul ter, Stanley Snow, Mrs. E. R. Veazie,
Will find it to their advantage to
ing in Belfast tonfght. A show of tural agent of the Maine Central, in Mrs. Ralph Wientworth, Mrs. K. V.
DR. F. B. ADAMS
hands revealed that at least 12 will charge of the Train
Wfiitc, Mrs. A. E. Orff, Mrs. George
consign their shipments to—
400 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
make the trip.
The State Department of Agricul St. Clair, Mrs. Mary Skaye, John
Office Hours: 1 to 4 and 7 to 8 P. M.
Mr. Sturtevant gave a brief but ture in all its branches, is lending its St. Clair. Mrs. Mary Skaye and John
Almeder, Eames & Co.
graphic description of the national full cooperation for the success of the niture Co., and Miss Alcada Hall of
Telephone 160
convention
which lie recently attend train, Mr. Hunton declared. E. I. Thomaston.
Commission Merchants
Attention given to Medical and
ed in Louisville, Ky. Lions owned Newdick of Augusta, Chief of the Di
53 Commercial St., Boston, Mass.
Electrical Treatment
the city, and almost every other mo vision of Plant Industry of the State
80-92
83-120
tor car bore the hospitable sign: Department of Agriculture, will have YOUR FAVORITE POEM
“Ride With Me.” All other service entire charge of arranging and pre
THE CROOKED FOOTPATH
clubs turned out to help the Lions senting the practical demonstration
here It Ik I the Kittling rail
-r---'? At the Sign of Z
entertain, and “it gave me a great in the home-grown feed ear of the All.That
marks the old remembered spot,—
North National Bank
kick.” to uae Mr. Sturtevant’s own train, which will include in special The gap that struck our schoolboy trail,—
words. He spoke of the big parade departments, such important agri
The crooked path across the lot.
and some of its distinctive features, cultural branches as horticulture,
the road hv school and church,
the district governors’ banquet, anil agronomy, soil testing, grains and It Aleftpenciled
shadow, nothing more,
other events which made the conven grasses, forestry and wool and wool That parted from the silver birch
tion a notable one.
Ami ended at the farm-house door.
products.
"I came home with a new inspira
Especial attention will he paid to
line or compass traced Its plan :
tion and wonderful ideas,” he said in the need of linn on Maine farms and NoWith
frequent bends to left or right.
conclusion.
to insect pests and plant diseases In aimless, wayward curves It ran
But always kept the door in sight.
Gus responded to an insistent de and farmers arc urged to bring with
mand for a reading, and responded them to the. train, samples of soil
The gahled porch, with woodbine green,—
also with an encore. His ability in which will he tested before their eyes
The broken millstone at the sill,—
that direction is a big asset to t’ <• to show their lime requirements, as Though many a rood might stretch between
the very good reasons why it is
The
truant child could see them still.
order.
well as specimens of diseased plants
Local Lions were asked to be of as and fruits for competent experts to No rocks across the pathway He,—
better to pay by check is that you are
sistance in furnishing information to diagnose and recommend a remedy.
No fallen trunk Is o'er it thrown,—
assured of a valid receipt in the form of
tourists, and were invited to join in
And yet It winds, we know not why,
And
turns as If for tree or stone.
Lions’ Night at Lakewood Theatre
ROACH-SAVAGE
the endorsement on the back of the
July 22.
Perhaps some lover trod the way
check. Decide right now to pay by this
“Duke” Annls came in for a big
With shaking knees and leaping heart,- Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Savage an
hand when he joined his brethren at nounce the marriage of their daugh And so it often runs astray
safe, convenient medium and start a
With sinuous sweep or sudden start.
the noonday luncheon at Hotel Rock ter. Florencia, to James Roach of
Checking Account with this strong,
land. The popular and efficient pian Charlestown, Mass. The ceremony Or one, perchance, with clouded brain
ist had just returned from his Buffalo took place in Gloucester, Mass., July
From some unholy banquet reeled,—
obliging Bank.
convention. Guests yesterday were 6. and was performed by the Rev. Ami since, our devious steps maintain
His track across tho trodden field.
\ustin St. Clair, Cumberland Mills: John Clarence I>ec, D. D. The bride
Willis L Ayer and Stanley Straight. was gowned in blue georgette set in Nay. deem not thus, no carthborn will
Rockland; Frank Seavey and Gus beads and rhinestones. The couple
Could ever trace a faultless line;
truest*steps are human still,—
Tapley Sturtevant, Portland.
will make their home in Gloucester Our
To walk unswerving were divine I
---------------------- j with Mr. and Mrs. Reginald WithingThe Sea Grill Cafe, Studley block 'ton. formerly of this city. The many Truants from love, we dream of wrath:—
Oil. rather, let us (rust the more!
I Park street, Is open for business with | friends of this popular young couple
all the wanderings of the path.
lGeorge E. Lewis, an old time caterer, ' are waiting to extend their hearty Through
We still can see our Father’s door!
in charge— adv,
JK-tf congratulations.
—Oliver Wendell Holmes,

Blueberry, Live and
Dressed Poultry
Shippers

NO MORE WORRY
ABOUT A RECEIPT

North National Bank
Rockland, Maine

trip will be made at 12 o’clock and
■return in time for those wishing to
resume work at 1 p. m. Please take
The Washington Club held its last one lemon, one cup of sugar and the
Rockland, 'Me.. July 11.
meeting for the season with Mr. and r« ular picnic lunch. Make yourself
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle, whc
Here,
There
and
Yonder,
Mrs. William Benner.
On oath declared that he Is Pressman In the
a child again, just for the day.
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
BANCROFT TO APPEAR
The following guests are registered
Touching the Alluring
Issue of this paper of July 9, 1929, there was
at Bridgeside: Miss Margaret Rob
printed a total of 6243 copies.
NORTH HOPE
Things of Nature.
Famous Star of “Wolf of Wall Street” erts, Flourtown. l*a.; Mrs. Emma
Before me,
FRANK B. MILLER,
Notary Public
Will Be Seen In “Thunderbolt"
Thomas. Medford. Mass.: Miss Edith
Peterson, Miss Rose Peterson. New j Warm weather, fog and showers the
[Fourth Ramble]
Hut I keep under my body, and
Well known for his two-fisted yet York: Mrs. H. G. Smith. Lillian Smith past week—unpleasant but season
tSTABLISHED
bring it into subjection: lest that by ; If people would only open their eyes kindly roles. George Bancroft, who and
Marjorie Smith.
Wakefield, able weather. Just enough rain to
1659
any means, when I have preached to and take notice they would not so i starred in such well-remembered pic - Mass ; Mrs. Elizabeth Rudy. Mrs. C. dampen tilings but not enough here]
to
get
down
to
the
roots
of
garden
,
others, I myself should be a castaway. often mistake one flower for another. jtures as
Underworld,* “Dragnet. B.. Knerr, Mrs. Re ba M. Graham.
“WHERE ECONOMY RUUS
—I. Corinthians 9:27.
Noting the number of petals in a an^ ^he Wolf of Wall Street, is Philadelphia: Mr. and Mrs. A. S ’ crops. Some are beginning haying '
in spite of the weather conditions.
blossom is of much help in this re- iaua^n ideally cast in Paramount s Porter. Lansdowne, Pa.
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Carpenter and
all-dialogue drama. “ThunMr. and Mrs. Edward Tolman of
YOU CAN BE SATISFIED AT THE A. & P. MARKET
Every day the roads of Knox Coun spect. For instance: Friends who Powerful
visit my garden in June often exclaim • riwbolt.” which will be shown Fri Pratt. Kansas, have returned from a Mr. and Mrs. Charles Arnold of Provi- '
ty take on an increasing summer at- it the large clusters of sweet rocket day and Saturday at Strand Theatre. visit with relatives at Owl’s IL id dence. R. I., were visitors July 4 at
traC—veness that invites to pere blossoms, and wonder that my Supporting this popular star in ex- and are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Wal Willow Brook.
Mrs. A. I. Perry and grandson E. |
ter Robbins at the Carver homestead.
grination. The established usage of 'phlox’* blooms so early. I explain
Mrs. Olive Murphy <f P >-tland is Donald Perry mot cred to Knox Friday I
that
it
isn't
phlox,
whereupon
they
this formidable^ sesquipedalian word
in town, called by illness of he. in company with Mr. and Mrs. Horace
reply that it looks just like phlox
-associates it largely with travel by anyway. Now if they had only taken
Carpenter, Mr. and Mrs. Charlie :
mother Mrs. Annie Sanderson.
foot, a form of exercise that we would a little notice they could not possi
ALL FRESHLY KILLED
Mrs. E. M. Hall entertained toe Arnold and Mr. and Mrs. Edward ,
Gallop. The party were all day guests
S. wing i .
'
'1
not seek to undervalue. The high bly have made such an error, for
of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Bryant.
phlox has five petals, while sweet
night.
way and lanes of the coast regions rocket has but four.
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Pease and Mr.
Mrs. Harry Co mbs was lioness
invite to such sauntering. At the
and Mr>. Leslie Hall of Appleton mo
Phlox has a smooth, green leaf,
Tuesday night to the Economy Club. tored to Ripogenus Dam and other
same time recognition is accorded th • while rocket has a rough, dark green
FRESH
FRESH
FRESH
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Colson have
ants of interest in Northern Maine
automobile. To visit these leafy roads one. Phlox leaves are opposite on
returned to North Jay.
KILLED
KILLED
last week. A fine trip is reported.
the stem, while rocket leaves are al
Mrs. Charles Dutton returned Mon
which everywhere penetrate regions ternate, and there are many other
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Jackson were
3
LB.
4
LB.
day to her home in Augusta.
NATIVE^
of fertile farms and comfortable vil differences, not so plainly to be seen,
guests last week of Mr. and Mrs.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Oscar
Lorson
and
son
AVE.
AVE.
George M fall.
lages, opening here and there upon perhaps, but just these few are suffi
Herbert left Saturday for their home
cient to show the most amateurish of
Mr. and Mrs. George Hall and Mr.
the ocean’s edge or skirting the shores amateurs that rocket is not phlox,
in South Weymouth. Mass.
and Mrs. Leonard Jackshn motored to
FRESH KILLED
Mrs. Charles Chilles entertained the Morrill last week and also spent a •
of reposeful lakes, is to make of the though there are many who will al
Silent
Sisters
Monday
evening.
motor car an agency of pleasure far ways persist in calling it “summer
day at Oakland Park.
Mrs. Maude Pillsbury of Thomas
I think I have seen it
Leland and Lyman Wentworth are
in excess of its more commonplace phlox.’’
ton
is
the
guest
of
her
mother
Mrs.
called this in one of the cheaper cat
having for parties out of town.
Merritt Lenfest.
associations. One will be surprised, alogues. but am not certain of this.
Mrs. \V. E. Hall and daughter,
Mrs. Arthur Lawry spent the week Jennie Phillips motored to Livermore '
taking time to drive bis car slow Some varieties of phlox do not bloom
STEAK
end
with
relatives
in
Stonington.
I have
where they passed the weekend.
ly, to come upon inviting avenues until quite late in summer.
Mrs.
Sara
Pattershall
is
visiting
her
an old-fashioned white one which
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Jackson were |
that he had not* previously known
brother at Livermore Falls.
Penley’s
sometimes shows bloom in October.
much pleased last Friday to receive I
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
Bissett
of
about. The other day in such a man
Very Special Price
♦ • * *
a visit from old friends—Mr. and Mrs. I
Fresh Smoked
Portland are guests of his mother i F. L. Bowen, their daughter and her
Fresh Eastern
ner of. wandering we cut out of the
By the way, if you want a peren
Mr. and ^Irs. William Bissett.
, ,iibue chum from Keene, N. H. Mr. j
COOKED
George Bancroft in the
Port Clyde highway into a road that nial on which you can always depend
Su^ar Cured
Cut
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Cain {Marion ind Mrs. Jackson were at one time
Paramount Picture
carried across to Glenmere, upon the for beauty, hardiness and fragrance,
Dyer) and sons Arthur J. and Ray • -Tdents of New Hampshire but for |
“Thunderbolt”
plant sweet rocket, which comes in
Pcnley
’
s
St. Georges River side. Though all white, lilac and pink, and will seed
mond of Pittsburgh. Penn., are guests I the past 12 years have made their I
our life a citizen of Knox County we itself each year, requiring- almost no cellent fashion are two of Holly- >f Mrs. Nellie S. Allen Mrs. Cain’s i b me in Jordan. Montana. At pres- I
Blue Tag
wood’s youngest and most capable mother.
FRESH RIB LOIN CUTS
nt they are living near his old home
The roots are short, and eas
were stranger to this inviting piece of care.
Mr. and Mrs. I^wis Upea (Mary where Mr. Jackson is convalescing i
ily eradicated, so it will never be players, Richard Arlen, the he:<»road, the beauty and novelty of which come a pest.
aviator of •‘Wings.’’ and Fay Wray, McDonald) of Camden ami Mr. and : from a serious illness.
yielded the additional delight of dis
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Bryant and little '
In the spring, so many women are the beautiful leading lady of “The Mrs. Hilton Ames of Rockland spent
Wedding March.”
the holiday with relatives in town.
'
Omar of Knox were visitors I
covery. We dare say this is an ex so busy with house.cleaning, spring
FRESH SLICED
Cast as an outlaw of society, an
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Warren hav Tuesday the home of Mr. and Mrs. A. ,
perience to be enjoyed by us all, if we sewing, etc., that they think they uncompromising criminal, jilted by returned home from Kennebunk
'
I.
Perry.
have no time to dig in the garden and
shall turn ourselves to the contempla plant seeds. Still, they would like to the one girl who has brought a bit where they spent the Fourth.
Karl Wentworth of Belmont is at
tion of those beauties of nature with have some perennials, something that of sweetness into his life Bancroft
Mrs. Janies Christie entertained I the home of his grandparents Mr. and
seeks revenge on the boy beloved by
which our own region is unquestion will not have to be planted every bis former sweetheart. Blinded by friends Monday evening at her home Mrs. A. I. Perry for a few days to I
FRESH
in honor of the birthday anniversary ssist with the haying, (weather per- j
year, so they pay from fifteen to
ably packed.
the
passion
of
his
thwarted
love.
Ban

mitting).
Fog
still
envelops
this
of her brother William Bissett of
thirty cents for one lone plant of a
section.
1 ng-desired kind, thinking first that croft. known to friends and enemies ’or tland.
alike
as
Thunderbolt,
frames
the
boy
Arthur Lawry passed the weekend
The birthday anniversary of Gen it is too late to plant seeds in July or on a robbery and murder charge. But
n Bar Harbor.
perhaps the last of June and also that
PORT CLYDE
eral Knox, falling upon the twenty- it is hard to raise plants from seeds. the girl is willing to make any sacri
Hector Carney spent the fourth
Mrs. Ethel White and daughter of
fifth day of the present month, is to
This is a great mistake. Most fice for the man she loves; even to with his parents. Mr. an! Mrs. Rob Hull, Mass., are spending the sum
the point of marrying a man charged ert Carney returning to Worcester
receive in Thomaston the recognition' perennial seeds can be bought for
mer with Mrs. Lucy Marshall at
with murden The manner in which Monday.
ten
cents
per
packet
and
one
packet
FRESH NATIVE
j Land’s End.
FRESH NATIVE
which it has been the custom for sev
FRESH NATIVE
will produce a hundred or more Thunderbolt fights to overcome the
Mrs. Guy Peasley and Miss Lucie
M s. Butten and children of Stoneral years to accord to it. While the plants, while July is one of the very conflicting doubts that crowd his Conway returned Saturday from an
| ington, Conn., are guests of Mrs.
celebration will not in the present best months in which to plant them. scheming, revengeful mind, and the uto trip to Northport, CamdeSi and Carlos Davis.
subsequent adventures which befall )wl’s Head, with Ernest Smith, who .
Most
will
bloom
the
next
sp
ing
even
instance be so much elaborated, it is
Capt. Fred Balano spent a few days
if planted as late as August if they him and the boy and girl upon whom left that day for his home in Wal j recently with his mother Mrs. Caroto be notable for a particular feature, get well rooted before cold weather. he would inflict pain, brings to the
tham. Mass.
I line Balano.
in that it will present the breaking For spring blossoms I always plant » audible screen one of the most ab
Mrs. Fred Morong and sons Charle
J n Marshall of Vinalhaven has
sorbing and powerful climaxes seen
of ground for the cornerstone of the my pansies late in July or early in in many moons.
and Frederick returned Monday t<
n visiting his brother Lewis Mar- i
August
and
1
think
most
dealers
in
Memorial building, which through a
Richard Arlen as the boy upon their home in Rockport, having beer. ’ >hall who is ill.
spring pansy plants plant their seeds
John Brown of Boston and Frank
whom Thunderbolt plans to take hi.- guests of Mrs. Morong's mother Mrs.
long period of years has been the ob the summer before.
Brown of Texas were guests recent
revenge and Fay Wray as the girl Margaret E. Libby.
jective of the local chapter of the
Enos
Brown.
30.
d:
d
at
his
home
ly of William Brennan.
who forsakes Thunderbolt in her
But don’t smother your pansy great love for Arlen, give what many July 5. He was the s »n of Charlott-? j licv. Frank Pratt and daughters
Daughters of the American Revolu
plants
w
hen
cold
weather
comes
by
nd
the
late
Hiram
Brown.
He
was
have returned to their home in Ken
tion. It is scarcely possible to exag
consider to be the finest perform
heaping brush and straw on them. A |
born in Vinalhaven and is survived nebunkport after spending their va- .
gerate the satisfaction with‘which light covering of leaves is all they ances of their careers.—adv.
by his mother and one brother Lewi* it ion at their cottage here.
these patriotic women of the ancient will bear. I have always found that
Brown. Funeral services were held i Mr. and Mr». Merrill and family of
at the home Sunday afternoon. Rev Massachusetts are guests of Mr. and a two weeks’ visit with her aunt Mrs.
PARK THEATRE
town will look upon this practical a plant which remains green all win
, Washington spent Sunday with MinBURKETTVILLE
ter will not bear much covering. Also
J. Clifford, pastor of Fnion churci Mrs. Sherman Benner.
demonstration of their dreams. The
Etta Teel.
: nie Light.
The alluring and highly talented officiating.
I
Robert
E»ancy
and
family
an
1
Mr.
bear in mind that we do not cover
There were beautifu’
Mr. and Mrs. Roy E. Phillips of
details of the day’s program are soon plants to keep
unova appears for the last time floral offerings and Interment was Vshland were visitors Saturday of ' Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sargent of Fal and Mrs. Prank Esancy spent the
kee them from freezing, Bo clan
Taxis are not favored by visitors
mouth Foreside were guests Sunday Fourth at Wilbur Esancy’s in Union.
an all-talking picture “A made in Pool’s Hill cemetery.
ie contrary, to keep them “today
but on the
to be announced.
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Trussell.
to Rome; they prefer horse-drawn
of Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Davis.
Robert
Thurston
has
returned
from
from thawing. It is the Iternate Dangerous Woman” with Clive Brook
Urban
Brown
and
family
of
Dan

The annual picnic of Ocean Bound
Capt. Archibald of Thomaston Rome, N. Y., for a short visit.
cabs. To meet this demand 600 new'
freezing and thawing which kills so and Clyde Cook.
Rebekah Lod.g > will l»e held at Car vers, Mass., were recent guests of called on friends here Monday.
ones are being licensed. The horses
The death of Dustin Farnum brings many plants. And don’t cover them i Appearing in his first all talking
,
Horace
Smith
of
Swanville
was
a
Mrs.
Ada
Brennan.
rying Place Bridge, July 16. if pleas
Mrs Rose Monroe and her grand ; visitor here over the Fourth.
must be “young,” well-fed and
to mind the earlier days of the mov it all till after the ground has frozen picture. “High Voltage,’’ William ant; if not, the next pleasant d n
Mrs. Carl Gray of Omaha, Neb.,
Boyd has a role of tremendous power after that date. Creeds truck wT will supply the pulpit at the Baptist children have returned from a two 1 Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Turner have robust,’’ with drivers wearing neat,
hard.
ing picture, when this actor, as well as
weeks’ visit in Portland.
well-tailored uniforms, officially de been passing a few days in Bluehill.
I find there are some seeds which which he essays with complete art
chapel Sunday afternoons during the ,
his brother William, was a foremost do best planted in late fall so they istry. It is generally conceded that furnish transportation fur all who
signed.
wish to go that way. The first truck absence of the pastor Rev. iS. E.
his
excellent
work
in
‘
High
Voltage
”
WHEN IN NEW YORK—ilememher that you '
character of the screen. We recall may freeze and thaw in winter and
Mr. and Mrs. George Danforth of
tarts promptly at 9 a. m. from Paokard.
can
buy
copies
of
The
Courier-Gazette,
with
Miss Elizabeth Brann lias returned the home news, at Uotallng's News Agency, 1
the showing in Tremont Temple of o break the hard outer she.l. Am ng will vastly enhance the popularity he Creed's Garage and after 9 will make
these are lupines and the running enjoys by reason of his admirable as many trips as needed. A special to her home in South Portland after ' SOR West 40th street.
the picturizition of “Les Miserables,”
silent
screen
impersonations
in
the
vine generally known as “Creeping
the Victor Hugo masterpiece, which Jenny.”
past three years.
was noted as one of the great screen
tome plants which are perfectly1 “High Voltage,” which comes tc
Come In and Get Acquainted with Rockland’s
'the Park Friday and Saturday is a
achievements of that period. One of hardy when fully grown are some dramatic story of six persons, who.
Newest Shoppe!
what tender the first winter and
the Farnums played the part of “Jean
have to be “’babied” for a while. 1 .marooned in a deserted church in
blizzard,
face
death.
Cut
off
from
the
Valjean,” making of it an admirable failed in raising the big oriental
piece of work. The brothers were poppy from seeds until I planted the world, with no means of escape and
i little food, the human valuations of
prominent in a time that had not seeds in a large box and wintered it a normal existence are changed. The
in the cellar. The next spring I had
reached the mechanical finish m
rich man becomes the pauper for lack
dozens of thrifty young plants. The-e
boasted by the screen, but the parts will bear transplanting while very’ of primitive instincts. The fugitive
from justice becomes supreme be
297 Main Street,
Rockland, Me.
they played were clean and whole young, but if y.u wish to change the cause he is master of the situation
location
of
n
larger
plant
wait
till
some and rugged and left upon the
. The detective becomes a Samaritan.,
We Specialize in
the leaves die and the plant is dor ■ the hard-boiled girl crook sees the
mind a comfortable impression.
mant.
human side of life for the first time,
♦ • • »
the pollyanna bus driver becomes
Automobilists, and the designation
I have read that phlox seeds hero and the bride-to-be. her li
includes a large percentage of citi
should be planted as soon as thej ai e ahead of her, represents hope. It i
zens, will unite in a chorus of satis ripe, and I think this is correct, for I
strong situation from the start and
Priced from
have had no success with seeds the players in this all-talking screen
faction at the passing into effect the
plahted in the spring, but seedlings drama react to it with amazing effect,
coming Saturday of the State law will often come up near my phlox
Boyd as the hermit fugitive makes
making it a misdemeanor to apply plants when they have lain in the a fine, convincing central character.
ground
all
winter,
and
though
1
save
Owen Moore as the detective shows
for a ride, after the manner known
them carefully and set them out by his long stage and screen training
as hitch-hiking. Elsewhere is print
themselves, I have never yet bad any Carol Lombard, playing the first lead 
cd the text of the measure, which i like the parent plants and have had ing talking role, gives the character
•
i
plus the exclusive
like the law already in force in many none really worth saving, as they are convincing realism.—adv.
nearly
all
a
dingy
pink,
and
of
a
tall
States, aimed at a Tiuisance that ha
spindling growth. I have also read
A BOWDOIN BEQUEST
Majestic Automatic
gradually taken on great proportion
in floral articles that the seeds are
J' .
Gcwns and Ensembles of
The new law requires for its full sue generally unreliable as to color.
Bowdidn College has received a
Sensitivity
Ccntrcl
unusual beauty and charm,
Phlox
increases
so
fast
that
it
is
easy
bequest
of
$5000
from
the
estate
of
cess the co-operation of all driver
i.V
to procure roots by exchanging with Frederick Odell Conant, A. M.. of
featuring all the newest
of cars, to the end that mistake
gives you QUIET,
friends and thus avoid needless ex- , Portland. Mr. Conant was a gradu
ll'l
good-nature may not operate 1
styles
and colors.
ate
of
the
college
in
1880
and
a
mem

pense, as dealers have rather high
■ . '
------ -'
render it abortive. It is a good law prices for ordinary ix>cket books.
ber of the Boaj'd of Overseers since
Smooth Reception,
1909. This 'bequest will be known as
A del la F. Veazie.
I’ush it along.
A polka dot for travel, a
the Conant Memorial Fund.
Rankin street. Rockland.
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RAMBLES AFIELD

VINALHAVEN

MOVILf

BIG SAVINGS
HIGH QUALITY MEATS

for Your Summer Menu

POULTRY SALE
- j.

39c lb

35

lb

lb

4 to 6 lb ave

ROOSTERS

HAMS

FOWL

BROILERS

FOWL

lb

35c

SWORDFISH, Lb.,

35c PORK

CORNED BEEF, Lb,

29c

SHOULDERS

FORK ROAST, Lb.

30c

32c “> PORK LIVER, 2 Lbs,

18c

NATIVE VEAL SHOULDER

24c”1
lb

32c

VEAL

VEAL

VEAL

FORES

BREAST

LEGS

lb 25c

lb 23c

lb 38c

A & P MARKET

462
Main Street

I

Mae s Smart Shoppe

GOWNS, UNDERWEAR, HOSIERY

Ladies’, Misses’ and Stout Women’s Gowns

$4.70 to

and the New-45 Tubes

$24.50

with no oscillation

/We are glad to have our readers
bear in mind that information rela
tive to the activities of the Commun
ity’s summer population is always
legitimate news and welcomed by
the newspaper office. The coming
and going of guests, functions con
nected with their visits, these are
pleasant subjects for the social col
umn. And in point of fact the guests
usually look for it, the custom is so
universal in every community that
supports a live newspaper.
The coming of the presidents and
secretaries of the thirty-eighth dis
trict of Rotary should see the local
club host to a distinguished company
of visitors from all parts of Maine
and portions of New Hampshire. It
is a matter not without satisfaction
to the community that they are t-o be
entertained by one of the most pros
perous and alive clubs in the district.

“King George Passes a Restful
Knight,” reads a headline in the Bath
Times. This must have been the
veray parfit g< util knight that
Chaucer alltnhu t », otherwise the
J£ing might n : have got by so easily

AFTERMATH

[For The Courier-Gazette]
Come, friends, and barken to my soji*
Of tottering dynasties :
The echo of an awful war,
Struggling democracies.
Sonorous, full, and resonant
A tyrant bellowed forth.
Supported by a weakling son,
"1 am the lord of Earth

No lesson had this sovereign learned
From conquering Charlemagne:
With mocking skull In death would sit
Glass-staring o'er the Seine.
With sceptre high tills monarch held
His men in mean content
With promises of conquest rich
'Back to the Orient.
With stiffened neck and palsied arm
Into the march rode be :
Ten hundred thousand followed on,
A blinding, rolling sea.

The hour had struck, the time was up,
They rang their kingdom’s knell;
The autocrat had lost bis bold,
But on they surged to bell.
And hell it was to all the world;
Democracies stood still:
The cowards slugged behind their backs.
With whole intent to kill.
Democracies withstood the shock
From air. and land, and sea :
Into earth's rift their youth they hurled
Unhesitatingly.
And blood was spilled into the sea,
It streaked the blue of heaven ;
It soaked fair France and Belgium,
Civilization riven !
Eva Hammond Churchill
Rockport, Mass.

MICKIE SAYS—
Itt tH

TWEVS JUST oue -THIUG TO
TWIS ADVEKnSlue GAME »
YOU SOT To HAVE S0MEWIU&
WORTH AOVERTISIUS = SO IF
YOU FEEL THAT YOU CAU SE1XeUSTOMERS YOUR. GOODS, WE
CAU GET THEM IUTO
y
t
YOUR. STORE
—

A
AJverfer

ifa
Guux

a
llllfufto
Spend/

3)ollatto make

I

on the low wave

sleeveless pastel dress for
a day at the beach; in fact
a dress for every occasion.

lengths as well as

Distinctive Frocks
at a Low Cost!

the high ones

Model 91
11375^ (less tubes)
Improved Majestic Super-Dynamic
Speaker. Extra heavy, sturdy Majestic
Power-Pack, with positive voltage-ballast,
insures long life and safety. Early English
design cabinet of American Walnut. In
strument panel overlaid with genuine im
ported Australian Lacewood. Escutcheon
plate and knobs finished in genuine silver.

rouil TUNES)
’STAGES *

NoA-C Hum

Model 9X
$167^5 f less tubes)
Improved Majestic Super-Dynamic
Speaker. Extra heavy, sturdy Majestic
Power-Pack, with positive voltage-ballast,
insures long life and safety. Jacobean period
cabinet of American Walnut. Doors of
matched butt walnut with overlays on
doors and interior panel of genuind im
ported / • fralian Lacewood. Escutcheon
plate, kno,. and door pulls finished in gen«
uine silver.

FREE Home Demonsts ation
House=Sherman, Inc.
Authorized Dealers
Rockland, Maine
585 7 Main Street
Telephone 721

FREE INSTRUCTION IN

DUCO Decoration
Join the classes in Duco decor^ticn which we will hold in our
store on the date given below. An experienced Decorator will con
duct these classes and will gladly help you solve your decorating
problems.

JULY 9 TO
MISS HELEN LIBBY,

13
Instructor

CRIE HARDWARE CO.
4C2 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND
S2-S3
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DISTRICT ASSEMBLY

IMONT OM’

TOILET
GOODS

DEPARTMENT STORE
410-12 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND

BATHING
SUTS

Dresses
Special Lot, Sleeveless, Fancy

DIMITY DRESSES
Organdie Trimmed—$1.50 value—just arrived

95c
Also a lot of $2.25

‘(Bird
Tull JashicneJ 'Slosiery
on display—
NOW
new Humming Bird
New colors for
vacation beauty. Famed
durability, lasting lustre,
for vacation wear. Curvepointed or trim-tailored
square heels. Extra long.
Sandal sole. Invisible runstop hem.
Hosiery.

Crime tocLy while the
assortment is complete.
Fill your summer hosiery
needs now.
Sheer-Service or Heavy

ORGANDIE DRESSES
$1.69 each

The good looking strangers who
descended upon Rockland last night
land this morning axe Rotarians who
come here to attend the annual ses
sion of the presidents and secretaries
of the Thirty-eighth District.
The sessions are being held at the
Thorndike Hotel, and began at 10
o’clock with District Governor D. C.
McIntosh of Dover, N. H„ in the chair.
The sessions will conclude with the
noonday luncheon of the Rockland
Rotary Club tomorrow, and 68
delegates are expected to be in at
tendance. The purpose of the ses
sions is to impart information as to
the program of Rotary International,
the lecturer being Ray Knoeppel of
New York, who gained national prom
inence as a Rotarian, recently, when
he was a candidate for the presidency
in the national convention.
Among the well known Maine dele
gates is Daniel W. Iloegg. secretary
of the Portland Rotary Club, and one
of that city’s best known newspaper
workers, now connected with the!
Portland Evening News.
The new president of the local Rotary Club is Edwin L. Brown, and (
tho secretary is Louis A. Walker.
The convention follows:

I

BEACH PARASOLS
Made of FANCY CRETONNES

$1.98 each

COTTAGE BLANKETS
70x80 Plaid Blankets

$1.18 each

$1.50

“Blue Crane”
Pure Silk

per pair

Hosiery

$1.00

rgaiHrafHzizjzreigrarararaiziaroHz.

LINOLEUMS AND RUGS
All the different grades.

OUR PRICES as low as the lowest for the

came grade cf goods
(Do not be mislead by Canvassers)

F. J. SIMONTON CO.

Dr. Blake Annis lias returned from
KLAN QUITS WASHINGTON
Buffalo, where, with about 800 other
delegates, he attended a very inter National Headquarters Again in At
lanta, Ga. Place of the Order’s
esting and profitable convention of
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
July 1-12 Rockport—Vacation Bible School, the American Chiropractors.
Birth.

TALK OF THE TOWN

Baptist Church.
July 1-19—Dally Vacation Bible School at
First Baptist Church.
July 13 (3 p. m.)—Baseball, Camd<$i vs.
Belfast, at Catnden.
July 19—LehlnK-Cregory concert, benefit
LTiiversalist Church organ fund.
July 24—Rockport—Ladles' Aid Fair at
Methodist church.
July 29—Sparks* Circus.
July 25—Thomaston celebration of Gen.
Knox birthday.
Aug. 6—Knox County Field Day Associa
tion. O. E. S. Annual meeting at Tenobscot
View Grange hal. Glencove.
Aug. 6-8—Race meet ^nd carnival at Knox
Trotting Park.
Aug. 7—Thomaston Baptist Ladles’ Circle
and Beta Alpha Fair on the Mall.
Aug. 8—Rockport Baptist Circle Midsum
mer Fair, at Baptist Church.
Aug. 9-10—Motorboat regatta at Camden.
Aug. 14—Martinsville, Ladies’ < ircie fair,
supper and entertainment at Grange hall.

*

Many Rotarians Here Fc
! Instruction
Sessions — ., ,
Meetings At the Thorndike
McCallum hosiery

VOGUE PATTERNS

Final Markdown on Coats
This Season’s Coats—Women’s, Misses’ and Children’s
Many Marked Just One-Half Price!

Dress Coats

Sport Coats

Broadcloth and handsome Kasha weaves. Fur

Made of handsome tweeds and mixtures and

All this

with fur collars of wolf, fox, caracul, etc. Good

Sizes 16 to 46.

trimmed and plain.
season’s styles.

7
2
4
6
1
1
1
1
1
1

14 were $15.00, now $10.00

A Washington dispatch says that
a government survey is being made
for th^ purpose of locating a site for
the proposed lighthouse depot auth
orized for this port.

Belfast and Camden are playing in
Camden at 3 o’clock Saturday after
noon, at a nominal admission p«iee.
The battery for the home team wil/
be Boynton and Thomas. The Bellast team is composed of college and I
local players.

Gardner L. Miller who resided ii:
: this city 30 years ago. a son of the
iate Dr. Russell B. Miller is a visiter
in the city today, being in the State
A ground school in aviation will with his wife and two daughters who
be opened at the Thorndike Hotel are now’ in Bangor. Mr. Miller is in
next week hy the Curtiss Flying I the milk business in Buffalo.
Service.
Mrs. S. F. Brewer and sons Robert
Judge E. K. Gould was the speaker and Dana motored to Boston Monday
at the meeting of the Bangor Rotary { where the latter boarded a train for
Club this week, his subject being one | Chicago enroute to his home in' Onof especial interest to a Bangor I tario, Calif. Mr. Brewer has spent
.several weeks at his Rockland home!
audience—Hannibal Hamlin.
I on State street, his first visit here in .
A good sized crowd grouped itself ten years. He is employed by the!
on the Public Library lawn the other Edison Electric Co. and his hobby is '
morning and watched George H. raising fancy pigeons, but he thinks j
Burns paint the flag-pole. As the there is no place like Maine. Mrs.
top was 65 feet above the ground no Brewer and Robert returned home
Wednesday.
body envied the brush artist his job.

Tiie Washington Post says that the
Ku Klux Kian has abandoned Wash
ington as a national headquarters
and is now hack in Atlanta, Georgia,
the place of its birth.
Two reasons are give* for the
transfer. One oflicial is quoted as
explaining that the national head
quarters was moved to Washington
because this was believed to be the
b st place to direct its campaign
against the Presidential candidacy of
Alfred E. Smith.
“Well, the campaign is over now,”
he is quoted os saying, “Will we
move back again? That may depend
cn who the candidates are.”
The other reason ascribed is that
"the Kian has just erected two new
buildings in Atlanta, one a factory
where the regalia is turned out, th?
other an administrative building for
the officials and clerks of the organi
zation. Imperial Wizard Henry Wes
ley Evans, however, will remain in
Washington,” the Post continues,
"maintaining his home at 2506 Massa
chusetts avenue and his office on the
sixth floor of the southern building.
The legal office of the Kian also wil:
remain here.”
CUBS WANT PENNANT

21 were $24.50, now $15.00

Afternoon session—2, :tims and ob
jects plan; 2.13, club service—classi
fications, membeTship, fellowship,
activities and singing, programs, pub
lic information, club publication: 3.10,
International secretariat; 3.20, Inter
national publications; 3.25. district
conference; 3.50, International con
vention; 4.20, extension; 5, recess;
6.30 dinner.

3 were $35.00, now $17.50
3
I
1
3
1

Friday

8.30, singing; 8.40, vocational serv
ice; 9.20, international service; 10.
community service:
10.30, boys’
work; 11, informal club and district
problems; 12.15, luncheon with Rock
land Rotary Club; “Let Us Get On
W ith Our Job,” by District Governor.

CAMDEN
Miss Edith Prudden of Brookline,
Mass., is occupying tho Hooper
Bodge for the season.
Mrs. George B. i'helps of New York
City and her sister, Mrs. Robert
Ardle of Havana, Cuba, are spend
ing the summer at the Ardle cottage,
Lake Megunticook.
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Putnam are in
Danforth for a stay of several weeks
The Methodist food sale will be held
at the A. S. Prince store Saturday at
9.30. All kinds of good things will
be on sale.
Mrs. Cyrus H. K. Curtis is ill on
hoard tiie yacht Lyndonia and is be
ing cared for hy two trained nurses
from Knox Hospital.
Miss ltdher Morse is in Boston at
tending it summer school of music.
Miss Marion Haskell of Washing
ton. D. C. is visiting her aunt, Mrs.
Georgia Hobbs.
Miss Helen Dougherty is enjoy
ing a vacation from her duties at the
Security Trust Company and is vis
iting friends in Detroit.
The following jurors have been
drawn to serve at the September term
>f Supreme Court to be held at Rock
land: Grand—Allie O. Pillsbury;
traverse—Louie Wardwell, Horace N.
Wheeler and John Quigley.
Miss Lena Cleveland is in the
Palmer Memorial Hospital, Boston,
for a major operation.
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Bresnehan of
I’ittsfield. .Mass., are gusts of her
parents .Mr. and A,is. D. A. Dougherty
Pearl street.
Mrs. J. c. Pish lias returned from
Nohleboro where she was the guest of
Mrs. Della Clark.
The Plying Squadron of Waldo
Lodge, l.O.O.P* of Belfast, will be
guests of .Mt. Battie Lodge of Odd
Peilows Friday evening. Sunday. Mt.
Battie Lodge will entertain the Sec
ond Degree Team Association of
Shawmut Lodge of Boston. Auto
rides and refreshments will be in
cluded in the program
Mrs. James Diploek is in Knox Hos
pital for an operation.
Mrs. Jessie Blackington and daugh
ter Jessica of Boston are in town f< r
the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred ’Nedeau and
daughter Barbara of Lewiston have
been guests of Mr. and Mrs. Abra
ham Bryant.
Steamer Castine, Capt. Coombs will
run an excursion to Burke Harbor
Sunday leaving here at 8 o'clock.
Mrs. A. S. Prince has returned
homo from Camden Community Hos
pital wheie she lias been for an oper
ation.
The ladies of the M. E. Church hold
a food sale at Prince's store next
Saturday at 9.30. Beans and brown
bread and all kinds of pastry.

were $39.50, now
was $45.00, now
was $55.00, now
were $59.50, now
was $69.50, now

COTY’S

COMPACT

value—
89c

Saturday Special

LOT 1
Consists of

Bloomers
Panties
Vests
Step-ins, etc.
that would
usually sell
for $1.00

LOT 2
Consists of

Curtain Nets
Special purchase from Clarence
Whitman of beautiful curtain
nets, regular prices would be up
to $1.50. Sale—

59c

Gowns

69c

79c

and better

goods

Wash Goods
Imported Pongee, all colors,

.98 ®

New Celense Voiles,

.98 ‘4
I Vv

Printed Crepe de Chine (2.98
L98 K
value),

that would

Printed Piques,

•49 ®

200 Latest Style Felt Hats
Arrived This Week

Fancy and Plain Rayons, Spe
cial,

.29 I

Colors

White

Extra size
bloomers in
this lot

$1.49
$1.98

All head sizes
g

Printed Voiles,

(S

.25
.29 $

New Felt Hats

1.98 to 2.98

TAX!

COTY’S
TOILET WATER
V/a oz. in Shaker Top
Bottle; all odors; value
$1.50—
$1.00

One lot Pique (value 49c),

Combinations

sell for

FRANKFORTS

$10.00
$15.00
$15.00
$12.50
$19.75
$22.50
$24.75
$27.50
$32.50
$39.75

Summer Silks and

Bought out a manufacturer’s sam
ples in Rayon Bloomers, Slips,
Vests, etc. They are bargains.
About 25 dozen divided into two
lots.

William Wrigley. Jr., is so deu
termined that his Cubs win the Na
OUR SKYSCRAPERS
Irving S. Finn, who has been travel tional League pennant this year that
T. E. McNamara has completed
grading the premises around the ing with the Trial of Mary Dugan he has placed another million dollars
Woolworth Building Now the Highest,
Wiliam Bok Home for Nurses and the Company, playing tire role of assist- I at the disposal of ‘Manager McCarthy
But Soon To Be Overtopped.
beautiful architecture of the me ant district attorney, is a guest for for new talent. Lavish offers have
morial is seen to increased advan a few days at the Narragansett Hotel. been made to St. Louis for Frankie
There nre 377 skyscrapers more
tage as the result of Ids skilled work. The company went on the road last' Frisch and to the New York Giants
than 20 stories high in the United
August, and in the spring closed its for the immediate release of Freddie
States, located in 3G cities, as shown
Rockland's facilities for furnishing season at Washington. I). C. Mr. Finn 1 Lindstrom, but those clubs have pen
an airport were again being investi was an esj>ecially interested member i nant ideas of their own and refused
hy a survey of tall buildings complet
to
sell
them.
gated this week, this time by the De of the audience which attended “The
ed by Tin mpson-Starrett Company,
partment of Commence, Bureau of Trial of Mary Dugan,” a talking pic
Inc., builders, and published in the
BORN
Aviation. Field or no field, Rockland ture, at Strand Theatre Tuesday
At Rockland-,' July 9, to Mr. and
company's publication, The Skyseems to be a healthy aviation center. night, and had nothing but highest BELVEA
Mrs. Harry Belyea, a daughter, Claraise
praise for it. He is accompanied on
i scraper
Arlene.
Jasper E. Rawle.v. member of The his vacation, and in fact on all his
American cities possess 4.778 sky
MARRIED
Courier-Gazette force, has bought travels by "Topsy,” a brindle bull
scrapers ten or more stories in height,
the A. J. Titus house at the corner of toy, which seems to take more pleas ROACH-SAVAGE—At Gloucester. Mass.. July
6. Janies Roach of Charlestown, Mass, and
the survey shows, while 42 of the 173
JJmerock and Broad streets. The ure curled up in her master's arms
Miss Floreneia Savage of Rockland.
cities of 50,000 or more population
family will reside there, and Mrs. than most dogs would take chasing
have no buildings of that height and
Rawley will continue her hosiery the neighbor's cat. Mr. Finn visited
DIED
Rockland a year ago while summer SIMiPSON—At Stonington. July 7 Albert L.
shop there.
59 cities reported less than five. The
ROCKPORT
Simpson, aged 32 years, 5 months, 1 day.
ing at Temple Heights, hut this sea
survey was undertaken because the
BRANN
—
At
Rockport.
July
10.
Charles
L.
son
he
listened
to
the
call
of
t
he
sea.
A sedan driven hy a Mrs. Rich of
Harbor Light Chapter, O.E..S., will Thompson-Starrett Company is the
Brann. aged 64 years. 7 months, 12 days.
Camden had a dantrum on Union and has been wooing the denizens
Funeral Friday at 2 o’clock.
hold its annual picnic next Tuesday builder of many skyscrapers and it
of
the
deep
at
Matinicus.
Incident

street Tuesday and crashed through
BROWN—At Vinalhaven, July 3, Enos Brown, at Sherman's Point, Camdeu. Bus is lieiieved to be the first of its kind
to analyze the entire United Slates.
the fence which borders the Little- ally ho is a good booster for Maine.
aged 30 years.
will leave pastollicc at 3 p. m. Sup
Slightly more than halt the sky
hale property, narrowly missing one
FROST At Thomaston. July 10. Katie, widow per will be served at G. Autos will
of
Charles
F.
Frost,
aged
59
years.
scrapers ten or more stories high are
of F. C. Flint's auto bakery trucks,
POSTOFFICE EXPENSIVE
leave at 5.30 for those who wish to located in New York. Six cities re
driven by Harry Phillips.
go at that time.
CARD OF THANKS
ported over 100 buildings ten or more
President Hoover wants to know
We wish to express our sincere thanks to
Mrs. Lizzie Benson and daughter
Capt. Prillwitz, who has been at just what it is that causes tiie huge the neighbors and friends for the kindnesses Miss Prances Benson of Somerville, stories high, these living New York
tached to the U.S.S. Kickapoo since annual deficits in the government’s shown us during our recent bereavement, with Mass., are occupying Mrs. Addie with 2.479, Chicago with 449, Los An
that craft was assigned to this port, big postal business, and how the special thanks to Mrs. Pearl Marshall, Miss Rust's new apartment. Commercial geles witli 135. Detroit with 121, Phil
Marlon Weidman, Rev. F. F. Fowle, Mrs.
adelphia witli 120 and Boston witli
has been transferred to Philadelphia losses can be reduced. Figures now Crozier, the hearers, all those who offered street.
104.
where he will command the Guthrie. being compiled for the last fiscal cars, and also for tiie beautiful (floral tributes.
Warner St. Clair of Owl’s Head
Philadelphia possesses 22 tiui'.dings
Mr. and Mrs. Lou Vpliani and family.
His promotion is naturally gratify year’s operations by the postoffice *
was a recent guest of his grandpar 21 or more stories high. Chicago lias
ing but to Rockland friends of Capt. department are expected to show a
ents, Mr. and Mrs. D. A. Whitmore. G5 and New York lias 188 such build
CARD OF THANKS
and Mrs. Prilwitz and their daugh deficit considerably in excess of
We wish to express our heartfelt thanks to
Austin Whitney of New York is ings Carrying the study further tiie
ters Myrtle and Margaret it means $100,000,060. and Assistant Postmaster friends nnd neighbors fortheir kindness and visiting his parents, iMr. and Mrs. W.
Thompson-Starrett Company's sur
General Tilton has been assigned the sympathy shown to us during our recent be A. Whitney.
the regret which comes of parting.
vey shows that 50% of the buildings
task of making a detailed survey reavement : also for the many floral tributes.
D. A. Whitmore recently sold a in New York from 10 to 20 stories
Mrs. Ada B. Comstock. Mr. and Mrs. Wes
The Women’s Association of the looking to the devising of means of ley C. Comstock. Mr. and Mrs. Russell Turner. row 'boat to parties at Union.
high and 00% of those over 20 stories
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Risteen. Aliss Nanina E.
First Baptist Church at its annual effecting economics.
All young people over 13 years of high are located between the 14th and
Comstock.
meeting yesterday those this board
age are invited to the social Friday 59th streets, far uptown from the fa
of officers: President. Mrs. Hope Other Talk of the Town on Page 8
evening at <.30 at the M. E. Church. mous towering financial district on
Brewster; vice president. Mrs. Mar
LOST—Automobile license and registration
A good time is anticipated and re the tip of Manhattan Island.
garet Fifield; secretary, Mrs. Lucy In ease, containing also bank book and photo.
There arc 10 buildings over 500 feet
freshments for all will be served.
Carter; treasurer. Mrs. Re\a Snow; Reward. Ll’CIEN GREEN, at Fuller-CobbMrs. E. W. Stanley left Wednesday tall and five others are living built.
Dcvls.
83-85
with a full corps of committees. The
morning for Southwest Harbor. Her The highest is tiie Woolworth Build
first meeting of the association un
son is critically ill at Paine's Hospi ing, rising 792 feet, which the Thomp
der its new organization will be held
son-Starrett Company constructed 145
tal. Bangor.
Wednesday of next week.
Guests at Hotel Rockport include years ago, hut. two other New York
Mrs. iB. Schmidt and daughter Ber skyscrapers now under way will
Year round, dependable, reasonably
nice, Rutherford, N. J.; LMrs. George reach higher than this, the Chrysler
priced awning, truck cover and spray
Goodwin, New York: N. Beverly Building, rising to a height of 808
hood service. Rockland Awning Co.
Tucker, Lexington, Ky.; Mr. and feet, and the Bank of Manhattan
Tel. 1262-W. Mr. Simmons. 83-84
Mrs. William R. Roscnkrans, Yonk Building, which will lie 836 feet
of the better kind. So called Skinless, made from
ers, N. Y.; Miss Muriel Smith. Phila above the sidewalk.
stock which speaks for themselves. Stands up to
Auction and contract bridge play
delphia; Mr. and Mrs. Carl Scovel,
ers will be interested to know that
Cortland, N. Y.
keep longer. Of good color and running about 1 1
Mrs. Arthur Brown, a teacher of these
Elmer Crockett spent the weekend
SERVICE
to the pound.
subjects in Hartford. Conn., will give
STUDEBAKER
with friends in Newport.
lessons to a limited number, while
The public is invited to attend the Write or Phone for Reservations for
a.
resting the next few weeks in this i
Exclusive Use. Trains or Boats
program given b.v the pupils of tin
city. Mrsr. Brown has successfully {
daily vacation Bible school at the
V. P. HALL, Rockland, Me.
Telephone 1280
Rockland
Distributors
taught classes from the best families
Baptist church next Friday evening
Telephones 156-M—1063-W
* 83Th89
of Hartford. She may be reached by
at 7.3(1. Attend and take your friends
Residence Tel. 515
telephone for details at 989-R. Sl-83’
along also.
LET’S GO I
71-73-74&76*

c. McLOON & CO.

$19.75
$22.50
$27.50
$29.75
$34.75

were $15.00, now
were $22.50, now
were $24.50, now
Last Season’s $35,
was $39.50, now
was $45.00, now
was $49.50, now
was $55.00, now
was $65.00, now
was $79.50, now

Every Child’s Coat Marked
Just One-Half Price!

with extra refill; a 1.50

a

•a

for travel and early fall. Sizes 16 to 46.

Today

Weight

Chiffons$1.50 $1.95

(fa

Broadcloth, plain colors (value
.®
.25 '1:
39c),
Printed Linen (value 98c),

Punjab Percales,

.69
.25 1

SENTER CRANE COMPANY

RJNTING
^ivitrv a

CH
Printing must have a "wallop" to it to gain a favorable impression

these days.

It must be quality through and through—the sort that

commands attention at all times.
We know printing—for that's our business—and it's your business

to get the best at the lowest possible prices, consistent with such
quality.
Whenever you’re in the market let us figure with you.

The Courier-Gazette
Job Printing Dept.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, July 1 1, 1929
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WALDOBORO

PRODUCT OP GENERAL MOTORS

Eugene Munson of Medfield, Mass.,
has been the guest of Arthur Chute.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. C; Rowell have
been in Jackman.
Mrs. Lon Slovak of Concord, N. H..
has been visiting her sister Mrs. Fred
W. Scott.

li®w'PRI€I®slV£s

S’

The “fifth wheel,” an
accurate speed meas
uring device, has
proved that Pontiac has the
highest top speed and the fastest
acceleration available in any
low-priced six. As for power,
Pontiac is the most powerful of
all low-priced sixes, a fact which
can be proved by the dynamo
meter. a scientist’s measuring
stick for brake horsepower.

Try to match these Biy Car features
offered at no increase in price —

Big Car engine. •

Big Car lubricat
ing system. • • .
Big Car brakes
Big Car fuel feed

Big Car cooling
system
And many other
Big Car advance
ments

f. o. b. Pontiac, Michigan

FIVE-PASSENGER 2- POOR
SEDAN. BODY BY USHER
In spite of the fact that it offers
every desirable big car quality
and is now available in a wide
variety of r«»i«»rs—I he Pontiac
Ihg Six continues to sell at no
increase in prices. Small down
payment. Easy monthlyterrns.
Pontiac Big Six. $745 to $895. f.
o. b. Pontiac, Mich., plus deliv
ery charges.
bumpers, spring
covers ami Lovejoy shock ab
sorbers regular equipment at
slight extra cost.
General
Motors Time Payment Plan
available at minimum rate.

Consider the delivered price u*
well in* the list price whencumpiirinc automobile values ...
Oak land-Pontiac delivered
price* include only reasonable
charge* for handling mid for
financing when the Time Pay
ment Plan is used.

C. W. HOPKINS
65 limerock street

NORTH HAVEN

rockland, maine

Johnson

Leon Staples and family arrived
Friday and are spending a month at
the North Shore with Mr. Staples’
father, C. S. Staples.
Mrs. Leon Stone has as guests her
two nephews of Benton.
R. C. A. RADIOLAS
Dr. F. F. Brown of Rockland was
In town last week, called by the ill- ‘
VICTROLAS, PIANOS
ness of Herman Crockett.
O. D. Lermond, contractor, is build- J
ing a cottage f r D1 Holt, located on RECORDS, SHEET MUSIC
Vinalhaven side of
Thoroughfare.
Mrs. Elmer Hopkins and children |
Authorized Dealers
who have been confined to the house
by measles, are now all able to be
out again.
The Mae Edwards Company is of
fering entertainment for three nights
at Calderwood hall with a varied
program.
Friends are solicitous each day for
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Herman Crockett, whose illness has
74-tf
brought anxiety to this whole com- 1
munity, where as man, selectman,
and owner and manager of the Inn the opportunity to replenish their
and Nebo Lodge, he is held in affec supplies and the local stores were
tionate esteem by both island and kept busy. The departure was at
summer people. While very weak it j eight o'clock Tuesday morning for the
is hoped the crisis in his illness has 45 mile run to Boothbay Harbor. The
been reached and that soon definite ; fleet left Marblehead July 5 and was
enveloped in fog until it reached
improvement may be noted.
The arrival of the Eastern Yacht I Rockjand.
Club made Monday an eventful day | With the Eastern Yacht Club at
for North Haven. The Thoroughfare North Haven, with seaplanes com
was the scene of an activity such as ing and going, and the full swing of
had not prevailed there since the I the usual summer season on, the
visit of the club two years ago. The community this week is alive with
boats began to arrive along the I activity.
middle of the forenoon. By noon- 1 Mr. and Mrs. Chester S. Godfrey of
time the 40 or more in the fleet had J Taunton are spending a few days
come to their anchorage. Among them with Rev. and Mrs. H. F. Huse.
Monday afternoon
when
is the Constellation, as beautiful a j Late
boat now as she was years ago when blasting out eel grass at low tide with
first seen in these waters. Among , dynamite, Henry Duncan was seri
the fine racing boats were the Vanitb* ously- injured by a premature explqand Resolute. The steam yachts in sJon, as already reported in this paper.
cluded the Viator of Islesboro. the i The blast shattered the row boat
Christobel and the Taormina. Many sending splinters in every direction
of the boats availed themselves of1 and causing Mr. Duncan many flesh

Outboard

ainer

M

usicvS

A Child Health conference was held
in the Baptist vestry Monday after
noon from 2 until 4 o'clock.
Tlie Susannah Wesley Society met
at the Methodist parsonage Monday
evening.
Dana B. Mayo, Jr. and Gilbert
Crowell left Friday for the Citizens’
Military Training Camp where they
will he located for the month.
Percy E. Simmons has been at heme
from Boston for a few days.
Mrs. Ruby Bridges and daughter
Gloria spent the weekend at Osborne
Welt’s.
Miss Isabelle Waltz of Roxbury.
Mass., is at her home on Depot street
for the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Brenton Benner and
Mr. and Mrs. Kennetlh Benner of
Whitinsville, Mass., are visiting rela
tives in town.
The Methodist Sunday school had
its picnic last week and the Baptist
this week, at Jefferson Lake.
Mrs. Manley Gardiner. Byron Gar
diner and Miss Muriel Pullin of
Frovidence, are guests of Mr. and
Mrs. William Maxwell.
Mrs. James Marcelles and chil
dren if Boston are guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Boggs. The children will
remain for the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Winslow of
Worcester, have been visiting rela
tives in town.
Mr. and Mrs. William Tuck of Bos
ton and Miss Freda Graul of Newark,
N. J., are visiting Mr. and Mrs. James
A. Duane.
Miss Doris Evans of Guilford has
been the guest of Miss Lois Hager
man. With Miss Hagerman she is
now at North Haven for the week.
Mrs. O. V. Swett of Portland is vis
iting her parents Mr. and Mrs. E.
M. Whitcomb.
Mrs. D. B. Mayo is visiting in
Wakefield, Mass.
Karl Hassner of Belfast has been the
guest of his parents Mr. and Mrs.
O. V. Hassner.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred L. Burnes were
happily surprised one evening last
week when 35 relatives and friends
arrived at their home to give them a
party. The occasion of the celebra
tion was the 20th anniversary of their
marriage an dthe affair had been se
cretly arranged by the eledest daugh
ter, Maude. The evening was passed
socially, and sandwiches, punch, cake
and ice cream were served. The host
and hostess were the recipients of
many beautiful gifts.

FRIENDSHIP
Leon Solon of New York is spend
ing his vacation on Long Island.
Mrs. Albert Cron-klin of East
Orange, N. J., is spending the week
end at Camp Wapello.
Mrs. Crosby Prior and family are
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Prior
in Woolwich.
Mrs. Everett Thompson is confined
to her home by illness.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mutter of
Newton are spending the summer at
the Camp cottage. Davis Point.
Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Southard of
Rockland visited friends In this place
Sunday.
Mrs. Marilla Armstrong of Win
chester. Mass., has arrived at her
cottage at Davis Point.
Claude Patch of Stoneham. Mass.,
visited his family here Sunday.
Jack Brown of Acton, Mass., is
visiting Mrs. Amos Mills and family
for a fenv days.
Mrs. John Pellett (Marguerite
Weaver) and family of Greenville, N.
C., are visiting her parents, Mr and
Mrs. Herbert L. Weaver at Martin's
Point.
Mrs. Edgar Bosworth has been in
New York this week.
wounds. Dr. Strieder reached the in
jured man shortly after the accident
and rendered first aid and it was
deemed best to take him to Rockland.
The trip across was made In the fast
power boat of Mr. Saltonstall. It is
hoped that the injuries are not as bad
as first reported and that the sight
of the badly injured eye oan be saved.
All regret the mishap and express
sincere sympathy for Mr. Duncan
and his family.

^ACCESSORIES ARE "THE LITTLE THINQS THAT
COUNT” in the MODERN W'OMAN’S.W ARDROBE.
>
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Farmers Worked Up
Over Spanish “Lions”
A wag's remark to farm tenants
near Dover, N. C., during tlie Span
ish-American war caused much ap
prehension for several days to the
simple folk of the countryside, lie
told them tlie American naval nnd
military forces were superior, but
Spain had ‘‘more lions.” He even
went so far as to say COO of tlie
beasts had been lauded at Beaufort,
not far away, the night before.
Takiug up the joke, the villagers
rigged up a "horse fiddle,” or
resiued box across which could be
drawn a piece of wood as a bow.
emitting sounds similar to the roar
ing of lions. This was secreted in
the neighborhood and played
throughout the night The tenants
were terrified, and among some of
them the belief in the lions re
mained alive for a long lime. Wil
liam Warters, resident of Dover,
recalling the tale, said that for sev
eral days barred doors and loaded
guns were the rule iu the district.—
Detroit News.

The affable salesmen in New York
book stores are seldom surprised nt
any request—the public demand be
ing what it ls. But one of them re
ports that the other day he had a
request from a dignified little old
lady that—to use his own words—
"knocked him for a row of book
shelves.”
“I want a book—any kind of a
book—with a Jacket tliat is green,
with red on it," tbe little old lady
said. She insisted it could be u
cook book or one about the home |
life of the bee or South pole explor
ations—anything as long as its
jacket was the color scheme she de
scribed.
"She wanted It,” the salesman ex
plained "to match the decoration
of her new reading lamp. Cau you
beat it?”
Safe Delivery

A Melbourne man recently tele
graphed from Sydney that he was
about to leave by train for home.
The message put up a stiff contest,
and had tlie passenger walked from
Spencer street would undoubtedly
have won the race.
He took a taxi (in my opinion, an
unfair advantage) and beat tbe
wire home by a clear ten minutes.
He was explaining to his wife tliat
the telegram should have reached
her the previous evening when bis
small daughter spoke up: “Daddy
should have brought his telegram
with him . . . those silly people
might have lost it.”—Sydney Bul
letin.

There are towers in Shanghai
where men watch for fires. When
one is discovered tlie fire-bell is
rung. When tlie old custom house
was built a large clock was placed
in its tower. For some weeks after
this clock began to strike the liours
there were very few if any tires.
The Chinese said it was because
the tire god thought tliat every time
the clock struck there was a fire an
nounced, so he could rest without
helping. All these things seem
ridiculous to us, but are very real
to the Chinese.
New York’s Early Days

An article published in the Chris
tian Advocate says: “At the begin
ning of the Nineteenth century tlie
commercial metropolis of the United
States occupied only tlie lower endof Manhattan island, what is now
‘up town’ being still made up of
spacious farms and country es
tates, including tbe little village of
Harlem. The actual measurements
of the city proper are given as
three miles in length (from the Bat
tery to Fourteenth street), one and
a half miles in width and eight
miles in circumference.”
Man and Fish

A fish's fear of man is born, a
Carnegie institute’s bulletin sug
gests, by the fact tliat lie ap
proaches from above, a direction
from which the fish lias learned to
expect attacks by birds or other
enemies. When a man walks on
the ocean floor in diver’s dress, ii.sli
large and small display the greatest
curiosity. Even tlie fierce barra
cuda, after nosing the diver in
friendly und Inquisitive fashion,'
must be pustied out of tlie way, and
goes without showing undue resent
ment.—San Francisco Chronicle.

Breathless

NEW YORK: Fashionable status
cannot be disputed in a season when
j simplicity of line in dress and smarti ness of detail is the rule. Indeed the
I smartest costumes of the season deI pend to a great extent upon accessories
I for distinctiveness and originality.
The colorful scarf takes first place
among the accessories designed to com
plete the Spring and Summer outfit,
i he modish wardiSbc contains not one.
but many scarfs, all of a type that
show just how conscious milady is oi
the changing modes.
Each day brings forth something ex
quisitely lovely, decidedly novel or dis

around the neck in collar effect and
looped softly at the front. (See illus
trations.)
'
Leaving thc subject of scarfs, it is
interesting to note that thc separate
collar and cuff set has staged a come
back. due to the vogue for lingerie
touches on garments otherwise plain.
Among the season's favorites is tlie
youthful collar and cuff set of Sheer or
gandie. it is shown in flat collar effect
with bow of self material and buttontrintmed cuffs. Adds a smart finishing
touch to the untrimmed frock or sep
arate blouse.
Speaking of separate blouses — but
that is a story within itself—the smart
woman will find a sheer lace model an
indispensable accessory lo her wowne;
wardrobe
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HORIZONTAL
1-Clothe
5-To obliterate
9—Tapestry
12- Made of oat grain or
oatmeal
13- For Instance (abbr.)
14- Proper name of the
fox
15- Behold
16- Woman (French)
18-Tapellnes
20- To express in words
21- To sup
23- Anger
24- A lance
26- Pertaining to the
Pope
27-Turns up the earth
with the snout, as
swine
28- Hazy
30-A Japanese coin
32- Personal pronoun
33- Malt liquor
35-Precipltous

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
S7-Any of various
palms yielding the
betel nut
39-N. Cen. State
(abbr.)
40-To act
41-Roman number
42- Bottom of a room
44—A marine growth
43- Decades
47-Rodent (pi.)

VERTICAL (Cont.)
8-Son of Seth

10- To observe
11- Girl’s name

12- Worthtess leaving
17-A marine mammal
19-To prate
21-To tear
22- A detachment, as of
troops
24- Short for Samuel
25- Man's name
29-An arrow
VERTICAL
SO-Old
1—A barbed spear or 31-A Roman historian
hook used in secur-33-Plating for war.
Ing heavy fish
i
vessel
2-A constellation, the 34-Ostentatlon
ram
35- To pass through a
3- Railroad (abbr.)
sieve
4- Flighty
36- Prefix. Through
5- Sultanate, N. Fr.
Equatorlcal Africa 37- Part of a circle
3C-Troubles
6- Pronoun
43-Upon
7- A volcano of
Martinique
45-Egyptian sun-god

HOPE
Mr. and Mrs. Payson True and chil
dren of Hyde Park, Mass., spent the
weekend with relatives here. Theif
son Edward is attending Hatchet
Mountain Camp for Boys at Hobbs
Pond.
Mrs. Addie Bills, Miss Mary Bills
with Mr. and Mrs. Fred Gould spent
Independence4 Day at Peniaquid.
Mrs. Adella Coding is home from a
visit in Rockport and Rockland.
F. S. Prilbrick of Rockland was in
town last week.
Mrs. Gi.son and children of Wal
tham, Mass., are boarding at T. B.
Noyes’.
Friends of Mrs. Margaret Robbins
and her Hope music pupils were en
tertained last Tuesday when invited
to a recital in True’s hall. A program
of 12 numbers was given witli Mrs.
Robbins assisting on the4 duets. The
promising young lady pupils are the
Misses Callie Payson. Eileen Payson.
Rachel Noyes, Marion Hobbs and
Harleth Hobbs.
R. S. Weaver, Miss Eleanor Weaver
and Miss Lorraine Brown of Wal
tham, Mass., are in town for two
weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. L. P. True spent a
few days recently with friends in
Rockland and Rockport.
Mrs. R. B. Wadsworth is in Massa
chusetts for a visit with friends.
With the exception of a few patri
otic (?) souls who rang the church
bell and otherwise aroused a sleeping
world at 2.30 a. m., the glorious
Fourth passed off very quietly. The
cool, showery weather was rather
dampening for out-door parties, many
of which had been planned.
Church services were held here last
Sunday and will continue to be each
Sunday until September, with Rev.
Mr. Robbins officiating.
Miss Nancy Hobbs of Camden is a
guest in the home of relatives, the
E. N. Hobbs family.
Mr. and Mrs. John Bird and Miss
Joan Bird of Camden were at N. F.
Barrett’s last week.
A party of young folks are vaca
tioning at the Salisbury cottage,
Hobbs Pond.

Week End
BARGAINS

beptiSijf
anyptio
MAINE CIN1RAI STAHONS
the
round
trip

Daily Service
(Including Sunday)

BOSTON
cfleamer

Freight and Passenger Sendee

Sail on the “CAMDEN" or "BEL
FAST" any night including Sunday, at
8 P. M. Standard Time for Boston.
Steamer "SOUTHPORT” leaves Bockland 5.15 A. M. dally including Sun
day for Brooklin and way landings.
Steamer “J. T. MORSE" sails at 5.15
RAZORVILLE
A. M. daily including Sunday for Bar
John L. Howard and family spent Harbor and way landings.
the day Jilly 4 with-Mrs. Edith Over
AUTOMOBILES CARRIED
lock.
•Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Howard of Bel For reservations apply Wharf Office
fast were at their farm here over the
weekend.
Isaac Meserve and Arthur Pier
pont who are working in Kennebunk
Solution to Previous Puzzle
haying for Arthur Johnston were at
O---O--O—0-0KO*0~OOk>
their homes (Sunday and returned
JMI I 1S T
ip 'o|s Ie: I
Monday for the week to finish their
fWElNfoT.
|L|N|C TO
job.
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
LilElA dIeirT. FJiahtJe: E N
Mrs. Blanche Johnston was home
STEAMBOAT CO.
from Kennebunk over the weekend.
t ?< it
Boats between Rockland, Vinalhaven, North
By EDNA PURDY WALSH
Mrs. Edith Overlook who has been
Haven. Stonington. Swan’s Island
staying with Miss Martha Johnston
SUMMFR ARRANGEMENT
O-O-O-O-OliO—0—0—0—O
Subject To Change Without Notice
was here July 4 and entertained comDAILY
SUNDAYS EXCEPTED
Home Uset for Letter File
company.
VINALHAVEN LINE
Mr. and Mrs. Alex Killgore spent
HE letter file is more substan
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven daily except
the Fourth at her brother’s, Winfield Snndav at 7.00 A. M. and 1.90 I’. M. Arriv
tial and useful than,it looks.
ing at Rockland at S 20 A. M. and 2.20 1’. M.
Savage.
Its joints defy great heat and pres
leaves Rockland at 9.30 A. M. and
Edith Overlook attended camp fire Returning
sure, aud it therefore makes a
3.30 I’. M. direct for Vinalhaven, arriving
Saturday evening at Medomak camp. at 10 ’,0 A M. and 4.50 I’. M.
good tray for tlie kitchen iu bak
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Kahrmann are STONINGTON AND SWAN’S ISLAND LINE
ing custards and potatoes.
Steamer leaves Swan’s Isiartd daily except
at their home for the summer.
All these articles may be put In
at 6.30 A. M.. Stonington 7.23, North
Wetona Camp has opened for thc Sundays
to the tray—the different individu
Haven 8.20: due at Rockland about 9.30 A. M.
season with the same number of girls Returning, leaves Rockland at 2.30 P. M.,
al custard cups and potatoes, to
North Haven 3.30. Sjonington at 4.30; due to
as last year.
gether, and then put into the oven
Mt. and Mrs, George Fintey of arrive at Swan’s Island about 5.30 1’. M.
with one motion. There is not so
H. H. STINSON
LAWRY
Togus
were
at
their
place
Friday.
much danger of burning in remov
4-tf
General Agent
Mrs. Carrie Clark visited her
Daniel Carter and family of Port
ing the different articles from the
daughtcr
Mrs.
Jennie
Hume
Thurs

oven, as they can all be removed Clyde recently spent Sunday with his
day.
sister Mrs, James Winchenbach.
at once.
Merle Marr has his gas tank filled
The letter file makes the perfect
Mrs. Clayton Simmons has arrived
spinach washer. Many people go from Nova Scotia. The family will for suQimer trade.
Any one wishing to buy a fine type
without this valuable food elemeut mike their home here for tlie present..
A Battle Creek physician says,
writer can find one at Edith Over
Perley Benner has bought a Ford lock’s.
“Constipation is responsible for more
sedan.
misery than any other cause.”
James Winchenbach has a Chevro
But immediate relief has been found.
WASHINGTON
let coupe.
Frank Sukeforth passed two days A tablet called Rexall Orderlies has
Mrs. Roscoe Simmons and family last week in eamp with his friend been discovered. This tablet attracts
visited her daughter Mrs. Alden George Lenfest on the shore at water from the system into the lazy,
Lawry Tuesday.
dry, evacuating bowel called the col
Bheepseot Lake.
Edward Genthner of Detroit spent
Mrs. Mary Baker accompanied by on. The water loosens the dry food
the holiday with his mother Mrs. her daughter Mrs. Ruth Carr, both waste and causes a gentle, thorough,
Carrie Cummings who is visiting her of Bloomfield. N. J., are at Mr. and natural movement without forming a
sister Mrs. Hattie Lawry.
Mrs. •Charles Sukefortb's for a few habit or ever increasing the dose.
Mr. and .Mrs. Oharles Wincapaw weeks.
Stop suffering from constipation.
of Thomaston recently spent the
Miss Maude E. Mathews of Belfast Chew a Rexall Orderlie at night. Next
weekend with Mrs. E. A. Burns.
visited her cousin Clara MacDowell day bright. Get 24 for 25c today at
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Collett have re last week.
the nearest Rexall Drug Store.
turned to their home in Vermont
Arthur Gove and friend Dr. Lea- Charles W. Sheldon.
after a week’s visit with her sister royd of Taunton. Mass., were guests
Mrs. Perley Delano.
of relatives here over the Fourth re
Annie Genthner has been visiting turning Sunday to their homes.
her aunt Mrs. Charles Collamore.
Murial and John Gove of Taunton
frXTS
Leonard Clark of Biddeford is pass Mass . are with Mrs. Hazel Sukeforth
nervous, tired, worried or despondent it it a
ing the summer with his sister Mrs. for the summer.
Albert Delano.
Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Stevens vis sure sign you need MOTT’S NERVERINE
Mr. I'arnum after spending a few ited his sister in Exeter over the PILLS. 'They renew the normal vigor and
make life worth living. Be sure and ask for
days with Zenas Lawry has returned weekend.
'to Nobleboro with his family.
Earl Sayward of Itockland was a Mott’s Nerverine Pill#
I Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Delano and visitor In town July 4.
WILLIAMS MFC. CO. Prop... CLveLin), O.
; family have been home from Benner
James Albion of Provincetown
Island for a few days.
Mass., was a guest of his daughter
CORNER DRUG STORE
Mri. Hartwell Davis and daugh- Mrs. Albert Tripp over the Fourth.
Cor, Limerock and Main Street,
because of its hard washing. If it
(
ter
Leatrice
spent
the
weekend
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Pitt
Calkin
of
Mas

ls put Into a letter file and held
|
her
mother
Mrs.
B.
P.
Miller.
sachusetts
were
at
their
summer
under running water, the grit is
home for a few days last week.
quickly loosened without the indi
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Chinese Superstition

London’s Wall Street

tinctively exotic to add to rite collection
of accessories. The new scarfs are
known by their novelty cd shape, clever
combination of color, and also by the
way they are worn The modern woman
truly wears a rainbow 'round her shoul
der It may be a triangle affair of
creiie de chine, a cravat style, a slcmb r
strip, or her scarf may achieve indi
viduality by means of an oddly shaped
edge it may he worn knotted at the
shoulder, tied at the throat or looped in
front, according to the fancy of the
wearer
An unusually lovely model—striking
ly new—is shown in the form of a
hand-painted triangle in vividly con
trasting colors it features a picut edge
in cut-out effect.
Another interesting novelty is t'.-y
pleated triangle which is worn loosely

5

Only One Requirement
Insisted On for Book

Lombard street, the principal
baDk quarter of London, takes itsname from tbe Lombards, Italian
goldsmiths and money lenders who
settled there in the Twelfth cen
tury. At tliat time they were coumonly called “long beards” and the
thoroughfare was called Longbord
and Longebred. A century later it
was called Langehorne—meaning
“long brook”—and this title is still
maintained in the place where it
was situated.

Fashion Follows thc Lead
~ in Tausick Scarfs for
Miss 1929.

JcOURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE]

The teacher was telling a story
to the kindergarten and Interest
was intense.
“So that night the wicked red fox
came and stole a chicken. The next
night he came and stole another
chicken. And tlie next night he
came and stole another chicken.
And”—dramatic pause—“what do
you suppose happened the next
night?”
“Oh, teacher!” panted Peter.
"Did he git another chicken?”
Giver’s Manor

A perfect garden, be It little or
big, humble or magnificent, only
comes of gardening in the manor
of the giver tlian of the getter.—
Woman’s Home Companion.

GLOBE LAUNDRY
Portland, Maine

QUALITY WORK
PARCEL DELIVERY SERVICE

Walter Dorgan, Tel. 106-R
r.9-79

RELIEF FROM CURSE
OF CONSTIPATION

When you feel

vidual handling of each stalk.
The letter file also makes a
quick cake cooler, as the air space
underneath is large and the cake
does not fall or become soggy from
too slow cooling.
It makes a good tray for holding
fresh vegetables so that plenty of
air can bo circulated around them
to keep them from spoiling.
(©, 1927, Western Newspaper Union.)

Relief from Gas
Stomach Pains
Dizziness
The doctors tell us that 90 per
cent of all sickness is due to stom
ach and bowel troubles. You can’t
be well if your digestion is bad;
you are likely to get sick unless you
relish food and digest it properly.
Tanlac has a wonderful record
as a relief from digestive troubles,
even those of years’ at.■hiding.
Mrs. H. D. Wickett, of 139
Fourth St., Old Town, Me., says:
“I didn’t enjoy anything to eat and
had to quit milk and coffee. Now I
do the cooking, washing, ironing
and housecleaning and it doesn’t
tire me out.”
If you suffer from gas, pains in
the stomach or bowels, dizziness,
nausea, constipation, or torpid
liver; if you have no appetite, can’t
sleep and are nervous and all run
down, you need Tanlac. It is good,
pure medicine, made of roots,
herbs and barks. Get a bottle from
your druggist today. Money back
if it doesn’t help you.

Tanlac
31
MIUJON BOTTLES USED

MATINICUS ROCK

Dr. C. H. Loach of Tenant’s Harbor
was called here June 29 in attend
ance upon Willard R. Hilt who was
ill.
Crosby Ames of Matinicus was
guest of A. B. Beal recently.
Ira Ttipper of Criehaven made a I
business trip to the Rock last Satur- '
day. He is in the fishing business.
Willard Hilt entertained over the I
Fourth Ira B. Kinney, Marie Hilt and
Janies Kinney of St. George.
Mrs. A. B. Beal entertained a party ,
of friends July 3, and an interesting
radio program was enjoyed. Mrs. ,
Beal served one of her famous treats. '
The party broke up at a late hour with
best wishes to the hostess.
Tlie Glorious Fourth of July came
in on time and with sunshine. A pic
nic dinner was held in the open and
a late tea served in doors. Games
were played and there was music in
the air all day. Ice cream was served ,
afternoon and evening with all hands
on deck excepting Lou, who had an
idea he would get a few w inks of sleep.
But how about it? Bertie crept up
the steps, took Lou by tbe heels, and
aft( r a few hasty exercises Lou won—
witli the aid of the kitten. Bertie
joined the crowd and the fun con
tinued.
Get the Peoples Laundry, Lime
rock street, Tel. 170, to help you with
houseeleaning. They wash quilts,
blankets, curtains, etc.
41-tf

Kill the Bugs!
We Are Headquarters For
Insecticides—

If you want the best selling the market
affords, ship to

W. F. Wyman & Co.
4 Faneuil Hall Market
Boston, Mass.
Our guarantee—top market prices, prompt
roturns at all times. For twenty years
wo have been yendering better service
to our shippers.
Testimonials, quota
tions and tags furnished on request.
Reference: Federal National Bank.
77-Th-tf

Since 1840 this firm has
faithfully served the families
of Knox .County

LADY ATTENDANT
T,l. Day 450; Night 781-1
AMBULANCE SERVICE

Products of Merit

Arsenate of Lead
Paris Green
Pyrox
Bug Death
Ever Green
Black Leaf No. 40
and Others
We Have a Complete Line of
Knapsack Sprayers—
Hand Sprayers—

Power Sprayers—
and Dusters

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.
DR. BLAKE B. ANNI8
Chiropractor
(i^
111 Limerock Street
(Corner Lincoln)
ICHIROPRACTIC Ledy in attendanee
Phone Tidl
Painleee System
of Adjusting

R. H. BRITT
Civil Engineer
Survsys,

Maps,

Plane,

Estimate^

Consultation*
Office 320 Main St. Tel. 1247

Res. 81 Summer St. Tel. 651-W

ltt-tf

DR. E. L. SCARLOTT

NOW

IS THE RIGHT
TIME TO SPRAY

Satisfaction for

LIVE POULTRY and
EGG SHIPPERS

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS

SEND TODAY FOR
DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULARS

(Successor to Dr. T. L. McBeetk)

Osteopathic Physician
By Appointmentr-Tel. 188
RoeklenS
Graduate ef American Schoo) ol

35 Limerock St,

Osteopathy

Open Saturday, Until 5 P.

M.

DR.LINWOOD T.ROGERS

Kendall & Whitney

Osteopathic Physician

71 Years a Seed Store

395 MAIN 8T, ROCKLAND

PORTLAND, MAINE

Telephone 1295) Residence 2SS-H
_____ ___ . tt-tf

Roman Relic Taken From Lake Nemi

MORE WILD DUCKS
But Fur Bearing Animals
Scarcer, Says Com. Willis
E. Parsons

Italian scientists who are bringing up from the bottom of Lake
Nemi the Roman galleys that were sunk in the lime of Caligula have
recovered some interesting treasures. Above is a bronze wolfs head
with a ring in the mouth.

YOUR MIDDIES ARE
ALWAYS BRIGHTER
THAN MINE. HELENI

WHY.THIS IS AN OLD ONE
FROM LAST YEAR. I’VE JUST
V/ASHED IT IN RINSO SUDS

THAT’S FUNNY, MY MIDDIES
ALWAYS GET YELLOW AND
DINGY FROM WASHING . . .

SO DID MINE —UNTIL
MOTHER CHANGED TO RINSO.
IT WASHES CLOTHES
SNOWY WHITE

Swe s^mg and
Xi/Hn

Chansm8 to s

Hon. Willis E. Parsons of DoverFoxcroft in his annual report says
that all game wintered well anti that
deer and other big game, if the moose
and bear are included, are on the in- |
crease.
‘ In a recent inspection tour in a i
big game country, deer were seen in
large numbers and moose and hear •
tracks were unusually numerous,’’)
continues Commissioner Parsons in 1
his report.
“There is, however, a scarcity of
fur bearing animals and greater |
protection is needed in the big
woods. The trapping season may j
have to he shortened and some have
suggested a close season for a term
of years on all fur-bearers. Cer
tainly the warden force should he
strengthened in cur great game >
counties and undoubtedly will l>e.
with more funds available.
'Our large game preserves, where
no hunting or trapping is allowed,
are furnishing important sanctu
aries where these small fur-bearers,
like the sable, which has become al
most extinct, can multiply and event
ually scatter into surrounding ter
ritory. Sable, otter, mink and fisher
have been seen in goodly numbers
in the Katahdin Park Preserve and
more recently in territory outside
the park. I am also informed that a
perceptible increase in these furbearers is seen in the other large
game preserves.
“Whether the open season for trap
ping is shortened or not, as some
nave suggested, or a closed season
placed on all trapping for a term of
years, so long as trapping is per
mitted a distinction should be made
net ween the northern and the south
ern sections of the State. While the
deer season might be the same all
>ver the State without great hard
ship to hunters of any section, the
conditions are different in trapping.
In a large state extending over 300 J
miles north and south the trapping I
conditions in extreme northern and
southern sections vary at least two
weeks in any season.
“The department has until last year
confined its efforts in fish culture .to
the propagation of trout, togue and
salmon, procuring its black bass
from the federal government and in
fusing new blood into bass waters by
taking fry, or even larger fish occa
sionally from some good bass pond
and planting them in other bass
waters of the State.
“Many who come to this State for
their summer outing enjoy bass lly
fishing, or even prefer it to any other
sport, and as black bass are exceed
ingly hard to propagate and cannot
be reared in the ordinary pools, or
procured in satisfactory quantity
from the government, an attempt is
being made to increase the supply by
propagation in large pools of an acre
or more in area, containing water
grasses of different kinds in which
the small bass can scatter, with pro
tection from other fish and from each
other. Small insects, some invisible
to the naked eye, clinging to the
grasses furnish food for the bass fry
and in a measure retard their can
nibalistic nature which causes them
to destroy each other.
“An attempt in this State several
years ago to rear bass in troughs
and small pools on food of the trout
and salmon wholly failed, hut if the
proposed plan succeeds, we will he

able to augment tho inadequate sup
ply received from the government.
“Favorable reports continue in
relation to the increase of ruffed
grouse, or partridge, which wintered
well, and in some remote sections
of the northern counties many flocks
arc seen in old time numbers, vig
orous and plump. It will, however,
be some time before these condi
tions prevail in the covers through
out the State.
“Wild duck are still on the in
crease along the Maine coast aqd
are seen in greater numbers on the
streams and lakes of the interior*
than formerly.
The increase is
largely due to the close time which
does not permit the bunting of these
birds in the spring or nesting sea
son, and the moderate bag limit.
“Large flocks of wild geese are also
seen each spring at the principal
resting ground, Merrymeeting Bay,
and last spring these flocks were
something remarkable, some sports
men traveling many miles to see the
thousands that settled in the bay, and
as they seemed to appreciate the feed
and were undisturbed by hunters.
No doubt some of these will rest here
on their return Hight, furnishing
good sp*ort, although usually unlike
the duck they do but little resting on
their southern flight.”
•
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EARLY BIRD GETS
RICH EGG RATION

February Chicks Should 1
Make Rapid Growth.
Leghorn chicks hatched in Febru
ary should he fed rations that
make for continual rapid growth, is
the advice offered by the poultry de
partment of the New Jersey Agri
cultural college.
l’ullets from early hatched chicks
cannot he expected to produce a
profitable number of eggs during
tlie summer mid fail, if their growtli
is stunted in any manner. Any
good baby chick ration will prove
satisfactory until the birds are
eight or ten weeks old. After that
date, 'the specialists advise that
they be placed upon a ration sim
ilar to a good laying ration, tint
containing a larger amount of min
erals. To have the bird come into
production as soon as possible and
nt the same time have her continue
her body growth is the poultryman’s aim.
No matter how they are fed, Feb
ruary hatched birds can always he
expected to go through a moult in
the late fall. They can use this
period for any increase in weight
or growtli that has not been ac
complished previously.
One must remember that an early
hatched bird is an entirely differ
ent individual from a late hatched
bird. The later hatches should
have a much slower development in
order to prevent an early winter
moult, but with the early hatched
stock the aim is to get all of the
eggs possible before the early win
ter moult.

Feed Turkey Breeders
for Vigorous Poults
Too much corn in the turkey’s
winter ration may make the birds
too fat for the production of eggs
of high hatchahiiity. Some breed
ers feed 3 parts of oats to 1 of
corn and find that the stock
comes through the winter in condi
tion to produce vigorous poults.
Equal parts of corn, wheat and
oats make a good grain ration for
turkey breeding stock. The addi
tion of cull vegetables, and alfalfa
or clover is necessary until the
turkeys can forage in the spring.
Before the turkey liens begin to
lay, it often pays to give them a
hopper of the same balanced laying
mash which is used for the chick
ens. Where they have had nothing
but grain they may he reluctant to
eat the mash, but if it is kept be
fore them, some of the mash will
probably be eaten and it will help
to improve egg production and keep
up the vigor of the turkey liens
while they are laying. Keep a hop
per of oyster shells before the tur
key hens to help in producing firm
shells on the eggs and reduce break
age in the nests.
Feeding the turkey breeding stock
on soil away from the chickens is
a help in preventing blackhead and
other turkey diseases.
Diseases
are often spread through the me
dium of droppings which have con
taminated the feed. Some losses
may he prevented by feeding both
tlie grain and the mash in hoppers
so that none of the feed will touch
soil which might be contaminated
with disease.

BAKERS
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ROOT BEER
EXTRACT
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GROSS NECK
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Winchcnbach
of West Waldoboro wore guests Sun
day of Mr. and Mrs. Dewey WCnchenbach.
Mrs. Waldron Masters and friends
of Nutlc.v, N. J., are visiting her par
ents Mr. and Mrs. Charles Geele.
Miss Evelyn Waltz is at Pemaquid
Point for the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Geele, Misses
Addie and Elizabeth Geele and Bennie
Geele spent the Fourth with Mr. and
Mrs. Lorenzo Creamer at Friendship.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Winchenbach,
daughters Ida Mae and Eleanor and
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Waltz motored to
Rockland the Fourth.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Jones of Round
Pond visited Mr. and Mrs. Frankie
Simmons Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Stahl and daugh
ter Frances of Broad Cove were vis
it* is Monday at Mr. and Mrs. C. A.
Geele’s.
Leon Ludwig of North Waldoboro
was at Alfred Waltz recently.
Charles Genthner is working for
William Sprague at West Waldoboro.
Miss Myra Genthner spent several
davs last week with her sister Mrs.
Trussed Wentworth in Camden.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Collett of Ver
mont, Mrs. Pearl Delano and Mrs.
Charles Collamore of Lawry, were
recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Melvin
Genthner.
Mrs. Elroy Gross and children Mar
jorie and Elroy, Jr. of Waldoboro were
guests last week of Mrs. WUlliam
Gross.
Mr. and Mrs. Alden Waltz and Mr.
and Mrs. Allison Waltz and son were
in Rockland last Thursday.
Melvin Genthner spent the Fourth
at home from Harbor Island.
Mr. and Mrs. Trussed Wentworth
and children and Mr. Haley of Cam
den spent the Fourth and weekend
with Mrs. Wentworth's parents Mr.
and Mrs. Melvin Genthner.
Miss Alcada Genthner lias employ
ment at Lincoln Eugley’s, West Wal
doboro.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Gross enter
tained a party of friends from Rhode
Island over the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Creamer of
Friendship were visitors in this place
recently.

POULTRY NOTES
It pays to rid liens ot worms.
* * *
I
One water fountain Is needed to ,
each 25 chicks.
• •

*

A hot, stuffy brooder house is as
undesirable for chicks as it is for
tlie attendant.

• « •

Cod liver oil isn’t just a fad. It
helps to remedy the lacto of sun
shine and green feed at this time of
year.
• *

•

It is not considered good practice
to take breeding cockerels from tlie
same brood from which you get
your pullets.
• •

*

Warm water is fine for hens In
cold weather. A safely-heated wa
ter fountain will return several
times its cost in eggs.
* *

•

If the litter gets damp in a
short time it means poor ventila
tion—and then there’s danger of
roup. A straw loft overhead will
help.
• •

•

It Is said that if alfalfa hay is
used for liens’ nests and scattered
around the chicken coops the
chicken mites will beat a hasty re
treat

• » •

Milk has been found to bo tts
best single source of animal pro
tein for laying liens, it being easily
digested uud rich in protein and
minerals.
•

•

*

It pays to study your flock and
make the birds like you. Doubt
ers may laugh, hut liens lay better
for a caretaker that they know well
and are glad to see.
• •

Onepint ofAcme Qualify
Vamo-Lae and Varnish
Brush. You save 38?

“IT’

This special 10-day offer is made so that you may
try Acme Quality Varno-Lac, the two-purpose
floor and woodwork finish that Stains as it Varnishes and Varnishes as it Stains. With ityou can'
match your woodwork w>th your furniture, or
vice versa. It imitates the most expensive hard*
woods at a fraction of their cost. The brush is a
real Set-In-Rubber. Act promptly for this real
money-saving.

GILLEY & DUNCAN
778 Main Street
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Every-Other-Day

Rockland

in BEVERAGES!

Sparkling . . . full of life
. . . wholesome.
They refresh and are
GOOD for you.
Drink and Enjoy

•

Froteln derived from animal
sources, such as meat products and
milk, is of greater value to tlie lien
than protein from vegetable feeds,
such as cottonseed and linseed.
•

.

•

If there were losses from bacil
lary white diarrhea last year it is
not safe to use infertile eggs for
tlie young poultry tills spring un
less tlie eggs are so well cooked or
baked that all bacilli are destroyed.

» » ,

SIMPSON

No part of the ration for chick
ens is more vital than certain min
erals. The chicken has a very high
mineral requirement as compared
to most other species of animals
and disaster is sure to follow if ad
equate minerals are not provided.

Spring

WESTBROOK

Beverages
Rockland Produce Co.
Distributors

Rockland, Me.

Seminary and Junior College

For girls. Thorough college preparation.,
Member American Association Junior Colleges.1
Music, art. dramatics, home economics, steno-,
raphic courses.
Small classes. Charming;
campus. Gymnasium, sports.
Kate $11100.,
Catalog. Aqncs M. Safford. Prin., Box T,
Portland, Main,,
8-51

TENANTS HARBOR
Mrs. G. D. Rice, son Richard and
Mrs. Robert Pliinney of Wollaston.
Mass., arrived Wednesday and are
at the home of Mrs. Rice’s parents,
Capt. and Mrs. R. R. Pierson.
Frank Pierson with guests is
spending a few days at his cottage
“l’ortside.”
John Mathews and family arrived
Saturday night. Mr. Mathews re
turned to Relmont Sunday, leaving
his family here and will return later
for his annual vacation.
J. Frank Bickmore of Denver, Col.,
is at Waneset Inn for the season and
will be joined by Mr. and Mrs. Frank
lin Bickmore and daughter Thankful
later.
Quite a fleet of yachts were in the
harbor over Sunday, fog bound.
Mr. and Mrs. William White of
Brighton, ("apt . Edward Hart and
Melvin Tlart are at the Brown home
stead for two weeks.
Mervyn Flanders’ family. Ada Gar
diner and the family of Edgar Barter
of Rockland were at the Gardiner
home Clarksford, Sunday.
Ernest Rawley, our post master, is
having a new platform and steps
built in front of the postoffice.
Winslow Watt and Weston River:;
are doing carpenter work for Ernest
Rawley.
It is pleasant to note the health of
Mrs. Martha Bachelder is much im
proved. She Is at Knox Hospital,
"Make bay while the sun shines.”
Just when that would he we do not
know. However the haymakers are
at it in full force.
Joseph Simmons is doing carpenter
work for Miss Helen Gilehrest at her
cottage.
Mr. and Mrs. Manfred Humphrey
Mrs. Rena Andrews and Mrs. Mabel
Rose motored to Montreal the Fourth
and returned via the White Moun
tains. They report a wonderful trip.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl 11. Darter,
daughter Ruth and Lee Andrews have
returned from a motor trip to Moosehead Lake and Canada.
Charles Wilson of New' Jersey is at
Waneset Inn for ids annual vacation.
Several out of town parties dined at
Waneset Inn Sunday.
Leroy Sheerer recently visited his
parents Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Sheerer.
Roscoe Goodwin of Portland visited
his parens Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Goodwin Sunday.
John Wood is driving a new Chev
rolet.
Mr. and Mrs. James Cant enter
tained Mrs. Cant’s parents and sister
of Barre, Vt. over tlie Fourth.

CRIEHAVEN
Harry McClure and family are vis
iting his parents Mr. and Mrs. T. J.
McClure for a few days.
Mrs. Charlotte Clark of Union and
children Ivan and Randall, are visit
ing her parents Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Simpson.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Mitchell were
away over the Fourth. All of those
who went to Rockland for the Fourth
have returned.
Guy Simpson has been in Rockland
over the weekend.
Mrs. Gladys Muir and daughter
Dorothy arrived and are conducting
tlie daily vacation Bible school. Mrs.
Muir has a service every Sunday eve
ning at the (’(immunity Clubhouse.
A special invitation is given to every
one.

Cools-Refreshes -Stimulates

/ sets

in

yea
“Fresh from the Qardens”

679

Good Health So Cheap
And So Pleasant To Take

SHREDDED
With all the bran
of the ii’hole ivheat
Two biscuits with whole milk and some fruit, give energy
for the hot days and are so easily digested and so full of real
nutriment—for breakfast or lunch.

R. W. DAVIS & SONS

Pasteurized and Raw

MILK
MILK

PRODUCTS
EGGS

BUTTER

—at—

WHOLESALE

AND

RETAIL

Telephone 891

Rockland
82-84

BRAKE’S CAKES
are now sold fresh daily in the

Rockland stores
Ask Your Grocer for the Following Variety:
retail 15c
Drake’s Sponge Cake
25c
Handy Sponge
u
25c
Chocolate Triple Layers
25c
Pineapple Triple Layers
Ribbon Triple Layers
25c
Cocoanut Triple Layers
25c
u
25c
Devil Food Triple Layers
u
Chocolate Dainties
5c
«
5c
Cocoanut Dainties
«
Chocolate Dainties
10c
«
Cocoanut Dainties
10c
u
25c
Dixie Dream
a
25c
Orange Pineapple
a
Pineapple Round Layer
25c
((
Cocoanut Jumble Cookies p^g 10c

Also several other kinds of cake—see them
displayed at your grocer's

DRAKE BAKERIES, Inc.
BOSTON, MASS.

NEW YORK, N. Y.

Tcge Tjix

THOMASTON
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Navy’s Air Fighters Ready for Maneuvers

KITCHEN
CUPBOARD

Miss Leona Williams anti Miss Doro
thy Thorndike motored to Augusta
and were guests of Miss Dorothy
Butler over the Fourth.
A- &
Mrs. Nellie J. McCoy has as guests
7-1 .
By NELLIE MAXWELL
her daughter Elizabeth and Mrs.
Lillian Bates of Chicago. This is Miss
McCoy's annual visit.
To walk and live unseduced,
Mrs. Mary Dunn of South Bridgewithin arm’s length of what is
water is the guest of Dr. and Mrs. O.
not your own, with nothing be
F. Cushing.
Mrs. Dunn motored
tween your desire and its grati
down with Mr. and Mrs. Grover of
fication but the invisible law of
rectitude—this is to be a man.
South Bridgewater, who continued
—Horace Mann.
their journey to Friendship.
Mr. and Mrs. Erman H. Lamb (TeFoods in Season
ressa Montgomery) and children are
visiting Mrs. E. L. Montgomery.
CUING the warm days when
3$
D' hot foods are not appealing to
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Williams,
daughter Leona and son Percy mo
the palate a dish like the following
tored to Moosehead Lake Friday go
will be enjoyed:
ing by way of Bangor and returning
Pecan Nut Loaf.—Add three taSatuiday via Waterville. They had
blespoonfuls of butter to live riced
as their guest Miss Dorothy Thorn
potatoes, a little salt and pepper
dike. The trip was made in Mr. Wil
and one-third of a cupful of hot
liams’ new Will.vs-Knight car.
milk. Heat with a fork until creamy
Miss Anna Donohue who visited her
and park into a slightly buttered
sister Miss Katherine Donohue has
pan. Set the pan into hot water
returned to Boston.
and let stand in a moderate oven
Miss Christine Moore is visiting
until well heated. Turn onto a hot
Mrs. Stanley Maynard at Spruce
platter, sprinkle with one-third of
Head for a few days.
a cupful of finely mimed pecan
Miss Dorothy Butler who was a
Here are 1G trim craft belonging to Fighting Squadron 2 of the Aircraft battle fleet. They were lined
meats, pour round a white sauce
guest of Mr. and Mrs. O. F. Williams
and garnish with parsley.
up on the west beach of the Naval Air station at San Diego for maneuvers.
is now at her home in Augusta.
Ham Mousse.—Dissolve one tahieProf, and Mrs. Eustis have returned
spoonful of gelatin in one-half cupfrom their bridal trip in Canada and
I fill of hot water and add two cup
Mrs. Young,
are at Mrs. Eustis’ former home on the evening service.
SPRUCE HEAD
fuls of chopped cold-boiled ham
Mrs.
Gould
and
Mrs.
Hodgkins
will
Human
Scalp
Lock
Beech woods street.
Miss Helen Meservey has returned which has been pounded in a mor
be
in
charge
of
the
church
decora

The scalp lock was the small hair home for the summer from Water tar, season with one teaspoonful of
Mrs. Henry L. Bryant has returned
tions.
braid which hung from the back of ville where she had employment dur mustard and a few grains of cay
from Portland. She was accom
Mrs.
Wilma
Stanley
and
Mrs.
the head, as distinguished from the ing the winter. Aliss Thelma Cham enne. Add one-half cupful of heavy
panied by Mr. and Mrs. William Brad
ley of Portland who were her guests Laura Blake of Rockland motored to larger side braids. In scalping, the berlain of Weymouth Mass., is her cream beaten until stiff ami turn
Augusta Sunday with Mrs. Ellen portion taken was usually a small
ituo a mold which has been dipped
overnight.
Wellman and son -Maurice of War circular patch of skin at the root guest.
Funeral services of the late Hiram
Airs. Millage Spinney and son Da into cold water. Chill, remove from
ren. where they visited Ksten Blake of the scalp lock just back of the
A. Comstock who died suddenly Sat
vid returned Sunday to their home the mold and garnish with parsley.
and family. On the return trip they crown of the head.
Tomato and Celery Salad.—Take
urday. were held at his late residence
in West Concord. Mass., accompan
were accompanied by Mrs. Blake and
Wednesday morning.
Rev. J. L.
ied by Air. Spinney who came by au- one can of tomatoes, cook five min
daughter Marion who will visit in
Real Liberty »
They utes. then force through a strainer.
tomobile Sunday morning,
Pinkerton of Friendship, assisted by
Rockland.
were the guests of Airs. W. W. God- Add two and one-half tablespoonftils
Rev. H. F. Aklridh of Winthrop of
The
spirit
of
liberty
is
r.ot
mere

Walter Kirk cf I ynn. Mass., who
trey.
of gelatin soaked in half a cupful
ficiated. The bearers were Charles
spent the past week as the guest of ly as some people imagine, a Jeal
Airs. Cassie McLeod was
busi- of cold water for fifteen minutes,
Woodcock, Levi Seavey. Edmund .h
ousy
of
our
own
particular
rights,
Mrs. Alice Gordon, returned home on
Risteen, Frank S. Lunt and A. D.
but a respect for the rights of ness visitor in Rockland Wednesday. one teaspoonful tach of sugar
the Sunday evening boat.
Prof, and Mrs. C. W. Snow and four and salt, ami one-third cupful of cel
Davis. Interment was made at Vi
others,
and an unwillingness that
Mrs. R. M. Grirtin and daughter
enna. Me. Those from out of town
any man, whether high or low. sons of Middletown, Conn., arrived ery cut in thin slices. Pour into in
Martha of West Palm Beach. Fla.,
attending w re. Major Harold M rr.
should be wronged and trampled here Saturday and will spend the dividual tnolils and chill. Serve on
are guests of her parents, Mr. and
summer at their cottage on Spruce lettuce garnished with curled cel
under foot.—Doctor Channing.
Fort Bennine, Ga.: Mrs. Frank Rdwe
Mrs. J. <?. Munsey for the summer.
Head.
ery and mayonnaise.
and daughter Evelyn. Manchester,
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Waltz have
Airs. Lulu Williamson of Union vis
Sauted Lamb Fillets.—Take two
Mass.: Mr. and Mr--. Harry Bailey,
Bcnefit
of
Thrift
eturned .from a motor trip to At
ited friends in town last week.
pounds of lamb from tie fore quar
Wiscasset; Mr. and Mrs. W. A.
Thrift
is
one
of
the
hardest
hab

lanta. Ga.
ter. Wipe, remove bone and cut tlie
Bowmi, Readfield; Mrs. Carrie Miller.
its to form, yet one of the easiest
DROWNING AT MANSET
meat into one inch strips, then flat
Rockland; Mrs. Albert Smith, Somer
to maintain. Its investment is a
ten with a cleaver. Arrange on a
OWL’S HEAD
ville, Mass.; Mrs. Emma Torrey, Mr.
little self-sacrifice today; its divi
Rasmus Hans n. a hardware dealer
and pour over a marinade
Robert Woods, Mrs. Edwin Wheeler.
dends are the comforting knowledge at Alanset for a number of years, • platter
made by mixing three tablespoon
Carl Libby who has been spending that you and yours are not at the
Tenant's Harbor.
drowned Monday when he fell from fuls of olive oil, three tablespoonMrs. Charles Copeland and Miss he week with his family, returned mercy of tomorrow.—Grit.
a wharf in that town. He had no i fills of vinegar, two-thirds of a teaMargaret Copeland of Newton Centre Sunday to New York.
relatives.
qioonful of salt, one-half onion
arrived Wednesday to spend the sum
Chester Haskins and Harold Adams
Champion Talker
3nely chopped and one teaspoonful
mer.
f Hartford. Conn., spent the weekend
Fred
Elmenberger,
a
German
pf
parsley. Cover and let stand
WHEN IN BOSTON —Remember tnai yoo
Miss Frances Hahn is at home with Mrs. Hoskins’ aunt, Mrs. Carl
actor, set a new’ talking record can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette with pver night. When ready to serve,
from Malden for the summer vaca Jbby.
the home news, at the Old South News
when he spoke for 120 hours con Agency,
saute in butter.
Mrs. P. K. Reed who has been visitting.
((c). 1923. Western J^wspaper Union.)
tinuously. When he finished speak Church. Washington St., next Old South
Baseball on Stimpson field Wednes ng in Lee. has returned home ac- ing he was not even hoarse. ‘ The
day afternoon—Walpole boys vs. Ma ompanied by her daughter and hus- speech was arranged as a financial
and, Prof, qnd Mrs. F. J. McDon- promotion enterprise.
honey’s boys. Score, Walpole 5, Ma
14.
honeys 4; 10 innings.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Speed and Mr.
Mrs. John IL Harding and children
Restoring Old Church
of Boston are at home with their par and Mrs. Clifton ’Speed who have
At Winterbourne Thompson, Dor
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Long for een visiting their uncle. Lincoln
peed and aunt. Mrs. Mattie Mad set, England, is an ancient church,
the season.
Mr. and Mrs. Wil’iam Donovan of docks returned Sunday to their home probably Norman, which is about
to he restored. It measures 14 feet
Massachusetts.
Cambridge and Miss Mary Nicholson,
Mrs. A. E. Ford and daughter Vir by 23 feet and is unlighted on the
of Boston are visitors of JIrs. P. W.
SAFETY AND COURTESY
ginia of Westfield, Mass., are passing north side hut has three windows
Sanfey's.
few weeks with Mrs. Ford’s par ou the south side.
Leon Leighton of the Knox Hotel
Safety and courtesy are very cannot move as fast as he might
with two friends, Mr. Meservey and ents, Capt. and -Mrs. Chester.
under other circumstances.
much one and the same thing.
Mr. and Mrs. Winfield Mid,locks
Mr. McAllister of Waterville, took a
Lanjley on Aviation
Noisy blasts from a horn given
f Waterville visited at Mrs. C. E.
Safety for oneself as well as for
deep sea fishing trip Tuesday. They
The foundation cf modern avia
others is largely the outcome of just at the point of coming opposite
returned with a fare of 150 pounds Maddocks’ ovdr the Fourth. Mrs. (C. tion literature was laid in 1891 when
the expression of a courteous another car are dangerous because
Maddocks is now visiting hvr sons l'rnf. Samuel I’. Langley published
mostly haddock.
they are deafening. The sound is
thought.
Waterville and C lardiner.
Miss Josephine Geffrey of Au
liis notable “Experiments in Aero
caught full under the top of the
Mr. and Mrs. IB. \V. lai-.-fil anl dynamics." lie followed this two
gusta is the house guest of Miss Alta
In the matter of horn blowing oncoming car, almost paralysing tlie
Frank Russell of N '.v Havsn, Conn.. years later with "Tlie Internal
McCoy.
and light dimming plain ordinary hearing of the driver for an instant
.renee E. Thaye - of Worcester, Work of tlie Winds.”
(Mrs. E. O. Shibles anl daughter
good breeding exercised with intel
ss.. Mr. and Airs A. C. Martin of
of New York are guests of Mis. John
Light dimming is equally import
ligence and swiftness is a guarantee
Jackson Heights, N Y„ Mr-. Robert
C. Boardman.
Good Sticky Paste
for safety. The horn is the voice ant. Flashing ones headlight at an
Announcement parties are becom Thurston of Rome, X. Y . and Mr.
If you want to make good
of the automobile, and the pro oncoming car as a signal to make
ing quite frequent. One that wil
P-on of Belmant,
home-made paste add about a tea
jected voice of the driver. Loud, him dim is the best way of blinding
interest many Thomaston people i-‘
Owl's Head Inn
spoonful of powdered alum to the
arrogant demands from the horn of the driver. His blindness is as great
the engagement of Miss Hazel A
a menace to you as it is to him.
flour and boiling water. The paste
the car in back of you, when your
Mitchell < f Friendship to Ellis C.
The first thought should be to dint
NEW HARBOR
will have a much greater "sticking"
inability to move quickly is appar
Young of this town, which was
your lights so that he can
to
ent, is not only revealing of the
Miss Ada Wentworth of Lewiston quality and will last twice as long
cently made at -the home of M
personality of the driver, but is pass you, if you are light shy. If he
Lewis Burns. Whie attending Thom has arrived to spend the summer at I
does not diin in answer, the most
equally discourteous and unsafe.
Making Friends
aston High ’School Miss Mitchell re her cottage.
unintelligent gesture you can makv
Dr. Carl Hutchinson with a party 1
Malting friends, says si philoso
sided with her parents and is well
The nervous driver knows that
is to flash back your full light
f friends from Augusta were at his : pher in tlie Woman’s Home Com
known here. (Mr. Young was born
cars arc back of him, and will move
barrage. It can succeed in doing
panion, half the time does not
in Thomaston hut for seven years cottage over the weekend.
as quickly as he can. but the noise
nothing but blind him, making him
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Brewer of mean going out to.meet people; it
served in the U. 'S. Navy. It .ha?
of a horn upsets and annoys him
a menace to your own car.a Cour
been known for some time that an Portland spt nt the weekend at E. A. i means going in to meet and correct
sometimes to the point where he
tesy in this case literally is safety.
ourselves.
engagement of these two delight!ul McFarland's.
Mrs. Howard McCormick v.ho re-,
young persons had been made. Mr
ently underwent a surgical operaLucky, if They Do
Young has built an attractive hunga
low on Georges street for a home tion in a Houlton hospital arrived
Our idea of success is for the
home last Thursday.
Congratulations are offered.
young couple to buy all they need
Chari s Sherman is having a new I on the installment plan and have
Mrs. Henry L. Bryant is leavir
louse
built
on
"Snowball.
”
today for New York where she wil
the payments cleared off by tlie
Mis - Llvit live r of Enst Fri- r.d- golden wedding anniversary.—Dal
spend two weeks with relatives.
hip
visited
Friday
with
Mrs.
M.
F.
Mr. and Mrs. William Gray are at
las News.
Seal Harbor on an anniversary visit McFarland.
M.
F.
McFarland
with
a
party
of
17
|
They were married six years ago-and
No Doubt
otored to Old Orchard the Fourth.
spent their honeymoon at Seal Har
Ranks are now equipped with
A
large
numhi
r
attended
the
dance
boro, therefore their visit.
many devices to trap robbers, ail
at Salt Pond Friday night.
,
Herbert Loud hits recently based j of which the cashier can work
WARREN
the cottage owned by Mrs. It. W. Gaff when permitted to lower his hands.
—Rochester Times-Vnion.
ney.
Mrs. Thomas Copeland is enter
Mr .and Mrs. W. SI. McFarland mo- |
tainina as guests this week iMi.- tored to Augusta to attend tlie circus I
Highly Prized Decoration
Georgia Mathews of Camden an July t.
The Croix de Guerre, created for
Miss Dora French of Waltham. Mas:
Miss Jeanette Bailey has employ- ; the European war, is generally re
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Andrews an
nient at the Pemaquid Point Hotel.
garded as tlie most highly prized
Once your house
children of Whitman. Mass., ar,
A good sized quantity cf mackerel of tlie French decorations.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Robert .1 have been brought to the Gloucester •
pointed
it is insured against de
Andrews.
Fish Co. here at the JIarbor.
For a While, at Least
Mr. and Mrs. William Darrows
Mr. and Mrs. Don Campbell with
cay. Decay is just as destructive
Tlie electoral college is different
Medl'ord. Mass., have opened the: a party of friends from Augusta arc j
from other colleges in that it al
as fire.
summer home here.
at the Savage cottage.
ways guarantees employment to its
Mrs. IMary Lockie has return
E. IL Gifford was a Bound Pond vis graduates.—Louisville Times.
Paint, to serve its real purpose, must protect
from Washington, I). C.. for the sum itor recently.
mer.
—e pleasing effect is only a by-product Buy
The circle supper to he served
your nouse paint with this thought in mind, then
the Congregational Church tonigh
No. 890. Reserve District No. 1
Thursday, will l»e followed by the
you will think about quality as well as color.
quarterly parish meeting.
REPORT OF THE CONDITION
Rev. C. D. Paul will use as hi
theme Sunday a. ill. "Tlie Wear and
—OF THE—
Tear of Life." The subject in the
evening will be “Lydia, tlie Hostess.
THOMASTON NATIONAL BANK
Mrs. Leland Phllbrook and chil
Of Thomaston in the State of Maine, at close of business on June 23, 1S29
dren ot Portland are visiting relatives
CSherwtnAVliUams Horn* Paint)
RESOURCES
in town.
Mrs. Howard Norwood and son ar Loans and discounts .....................................................................-......
I213.4G; 65
hu
In
It
the
staying, w-ather-reaistlng properties that
15 10
rived home from Rockland Sunday
Overdrafts ........................................................
............... ....
give
a
house
protection. It has wonderful, covering
80,409 00
United
States
Government
securities
owned
........................................................
—
IMr. and Mrs. Benjamin E. Watts
786.460 00
bonds, stocks, and securities owned .................................................................
power, it holds its color and it everlastingly sticks to Its
had as guests last week (Mr. and Mrs. Other
18.000 00
Banking house, $9,000, Furniture and fixtures. $0,000 ......... -......................
job. It is real insurance. It insures protection from the
37.324 91
George Wetherbee, Miss Gertrude Reserve with Federal Reserve Bank ............................... . ........ . ......... -.......
56.756 67
Mulry and Miss Gladys Mulry of ('ash and due from banks ...................... . ...........................................—...................
elements; It Insures value in your property) it Insures
6.616 66
Outside checks and other cash items................. .........................................................
Providence. R. I.
2.560 00
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer and due from U. 8. Treasurer ............
beauty and distinction.
The “Waldo Flying Squadron” of other Assets ..........................-........................................................................ -.............
“1
There is a special Sherwln-Willlama product for every
Belfast will provide entertainment for
,206,376 54
Total
surface around the home—Mar-not for floors, Flat-Tone
the members of t\ arren Lodge.
LIABILITIES
I.O.O.F., Mild their guests of Mystic
for walls. Porch and Deck Paint for outside floors, etc.
$50,000 00
Rebekah Lodge at I.O.O.F. hall next Capital stock paid in ..........................
Tell us what you want to paint and we will sell you the
00
50,000
Saturday evening. Supper wil! lie Surplus ....................................................
51.342 11
Undivided profits net ........ ................
best for your purpose.
served on the arrival of the Belfast Reserves for dividends, conthuencles
2,000 00
49.700 00
Circulating notes outstanding .............
guests at about 6.30 p. in.
128.111 1 8
Mr. and Mrs. .Joseph Perkins of Demand deposits ....................................
872.179 76
'Time deposits .........................................
(Belfast were recent-guests of Mr. and Other liabilities ..................
42 N
Mrs. IS. E. Watts.
1,206 376 54
Rev. Frank H. Pratt, pastor of the
Total ...............................................
(Baptist Church in Kennebunkport
State of Maine, County of Knox, ss:
,
,
,
„ . ..
.
•was a recent guest at the Baptist par
1 .1 Walter Strout. Cashier of the above-named bank, do solemnly swear that tlie above
“ ,r,‘l '° lhu buSt °’ my k',0Wle,,i;e
J. WALTER STROUT. Chler.
sonage.
New telephone bool:- were distribut
ed Monday t.> h'cal subscribers.
Subscribed and sworu to before me this Sth day of July, 1929.
CONTRACTORS
(HABLES M. STABBETT. Notary Public.
"This Changing World. Is It Bet I Seal J
453 Main St.
Rockland
Tel. 14
Correct Attest:
ter?” will he the theme of the Sun
W. G. WASHBURN
day morning > rvire at the Baptist
F. II. .IORDAN
Church. Special music will he rendA. J. ELLIOT
Directors.
“Afteiward ' is the thought tor

WALTER P. CHRYSLER'S

TRAFFIC TALKS

PROTECTION
Against
A^ainsf
A^ainsi
Burglary

I

fir©

Decay

SWP

Sherwin -Williams
Paints S-Varmshes
W. H. GLOVER & CO.

fi'Vd.

,very-Other-Day
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InAdvertisements
Everybody
’s Column
In this column not to exceed three lines inserted once for 25 cents,
3 times for’ 50 cents. Additional lines 5 cents
each for one time. 10 cents for three times.
Six words make a line.

1^ O A N S
On Your Own Signature

Wanted
WANTED AVotnan
for
kitchen
work.
COM Ml MTV SWEET SHOP, South Hope.
Me.
S3* it
WANTED- At once experienced waitress at
WAX ESET INN. Tenant s Harbor. Tel. 27.

S3-So

WANTED Washings anil Ironings, or work
hv the hour.
MRS C. S. ROBERTS in
Granite St. Tel. 019AV.
83*85
WANTED—At once, experienced man to
work in furniture store and drive truck.
Applv ROCKLAND Pl RNITURE CO., Tillson
Ave.
83-83
W ANTED B\ middle aged woman, general
housework for business man or woman, or in
small family, where good wages will be paid
for reliable service. References if (leaked.
Rockland preferred. C. E. W., It. F. D. No. I.
Box 23,/Ylnalhaven.
83*83
WANTED—Housekeeper in small family.
CLARENCE CLINE. Spuce Head.
82*84
WANTED- (Position doing htiuscwork by
young woman with good experience. Write
X" care Courier-Gazette.
82*84
WANTEIK- -Position as housekeeper for
widower. Apply up stairs at 374 MAIN ST.

Up To $300.00
No Endorsers—No Red Tape

Interest As Fixed By Statute

HOME FINANCE CORPORATION
10 Limerock Street

Telephone 675-W
52-tf

EAST WASHINGTON
Mr. and Mrs. Lyle Leonard of Cam
den were weekend guests of her parnts. Mr. and Mrs. W. \V. Light, re
turning home Sunday afternoon.
Visitors Fridc.y evening at C. E.
Overlock’s were Mr. and Mrs. B. K.
Ware and Mrs. Bernice Esancy, Mrs.
Edith Overlook, Mrs. Laura Fuller
nd little granddaughter and Mr. and
Mrs. George Finley.
A Targe company enjoyed tlie dance
it Lights pavilion last Friday eve
ning.
Work is progressing on the State
ad under construction at this end
of the town.
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Manson of
Waban, Mass., have been at Prescott
Farm the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sawyer had as
uests over lmt weekend Mr. Saw
yer's aunt Mrs. Bradley and friend
Mrs. Kane with her chauffeur Mr.
Caremry-of Dover. X. H.
Mr. Poor of New Bedford, Mass.,
was an overnight guest at t‘he home of
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Prescott Satur
day.
Leroy Light bought a mowing mahine last week of C. E. Smith of
Appleton.
Casper Boynton, Mrs. Margaret
Kerr and Eugene Cunningham of
South Jefferson were visit'rs at \V
.\I. Prescott's and C. E. Overlook’s
last Saturday.
Harold Linscott of Washington was
it Charles Overlook’s Friday for
brief visit.
I Inland I’ip’.ey has employment ot
Mcdomak Camps during the slea:

Lost and Found

Summer Cottages and Board
If you have a cottage to lex or desire sum
mer boarders advertise the fact In this pa

- 82*84 per where thousands will read of it

WANTED Boomers at the Eoss House.
Airy rooms, comfortable beds, restaurant in
buliding. 77 PARK ST. Tel 740.
SI-S3
W ANTED—-Bov or girl to do general kitchen
work at OWL S HEAD INN. Tel. 385-4. SI-83
WANTED- Dressmaking, also dresses re
modeled, coats remodeled and refined. MBS.
(’ M HAl’WOBTH, 8 Fogg St., Buckland. Tel.
I-M.
81*83
WANTED—One male cat S months to 2
ears, maltese color: 1 orange male or fe
male over 8 weeks. Must have good long hair.
ORKH KENNELS. Tel. 293-W.
81-83
WANTED—Agents in Rockland and vicinity
to sell Christmas cards in $1.00 boxes con
taining 21 assorted cards; 50 per cent profit.
ARAB STONE STUDIOS, Bangor, Maine
78-114
W ANTED—Live poultry. Trucks call every
here. Top prices, spot cash. BLUEHILL
POI LTBY CO., 312 Bluehill Ave., Boston,
Mass.
78*82
WANTED—Farms, houses, lake and shore
property to list. Have customers for farms
and cottages In good locations. L. A. THURS
TON. Tel. 1159.
77-tf
WANTED-—Fishing parties to take out.
iJoat CaJista I>. M.Trill. Apply 8. T. AMES
Rockland. Tel. 1070-W.
72*83

Rockland, Me.

FDR SALE 23 acres on shore Lermond’s
Pond, good sandy shore lor bathing and boat
ing. Bargain. M. It. MILLER. East Union.
82*84
FOR SALE OR TO LET \t Megunticook
Lake, 4-room cottage furnished, boat and
garage, 3 lots of land, reasonable price.
Apply to H. B. FELTON. Canidtn.
82*87
TO LETT Furnlsheil 5-room summer cot
tage. Inquire OWL'S HEAD INN. Tel. 3S.»-4.
81-83

LOST—In Thomaston between Knox Hotel
and Elm St... string of gray and while pearl
beads. MRS. ELAV1N SMITH, Knox Hotel.
83-85
LOST—Walking cane with curved handle
and wire around break. Tel. UOl ItlElt-GA83* It
ZHTTB.
LOST Boys’ bicycle, black with white and
green trimmings witli carrier. Reward. BABBIDGB PHOTO STUDIO. Rockland,
81*83
FOUND—Broken bicycle, owner can have
same by proving property and paying for this
81*8?
! ad. CALL at 4 LINDEN ST.

TO LET- By week or month, 4-room cot
tage, screened piazza, boat, Ice, garage, at
reasonable price. 11. I. HOLT. Camden. Tel, ,
Upper Megunticook. Can be bought 8l
at»8C I
87-€.
FOB SALE Nice new shore cottage near
Rockland, furnished, charming view, bath
ing. boating, always cool. Good neighbors.
Must be sold at once, and will go at a bargain.
Investlgat and make an offer. H. L. STEVBX8. 192 Umerock St.. Rockland.
79-tf
TO LET Crescent Beach cottage, six rooms,
running water, electric lights. Inquire of j
MRS. ALBERTA BOSE, 26 Clarendon St.,
Rockland, Maine.
79-tf '
FOR SALE -Very attractive modern cottage
at Ingraham Hill. Bath. lights, city water, rock
fireplace. Inquire at CROCKETT’S BABY
SHOP.
73-tf
FDR SALE—Shore property at Cooper's
tock- !
Beach. CUBA E. PERRY. 69 Beech St.. Rock
74-tf i
land.
TO LET—Two cottages at Crawford Pond,
good bathing, boating, fishing, etc. Write for
particulars. WILLIAM SANSOM, Rockland.
69-tf
TO LET- Cottage at Crescent Beach, run
ning water, flush toilet, heater.
Apply
EERY S MARKET.
79-tf
TO LET—Modern cottage at Ingraham Hill;
bath, electric lights, city water, outside sleep
ing porch. Inquire at (’ROCKETT’S BABY
SHOP, 393 Main St.. Rockland,'Me.
79-tf
FARMS, COUNTRY HOMES. COTTAGES
and estates : up-to-date property, In the gar
den spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay. Write
ns what you want. ORRIN J. DICKEY, Bel
fast. Me.
79-tf

For Sale
FOR SALE—25 acres of standing grass,
with or without use of barns. H. H. STOVER.
Tel. 1201._____________________________83-85
FDR SALE—-Patchwork pieces. New as
sorted shirtings and broadcloths: 4 pounds
sent postpaid $1. Good sizes (not just clip
pings!. LAWSON TEXTILE CO., 9 Aster St.,
Providence, It. I.
#
83*it
FDR SALE'OR LRABE—Large new hui’bU
ing, suitable for factory, garage, or any busi
ness needing large space. Adjoining railroad
track. H. II. STOVER. Tel, 1201
83-95
FOR SALE- Six lbs. clippings tor patch
work $1. Prints only, no voiles. Silk strips,
6 lbs. $1, suitable for rugs. Rayon silks. 5
lbs. $1. Small silk cuts suitable for crazy
work, 6 lbs. $1. Three holders free with every
order.
Extraordinary value!
Send no
money, pay postman $1 plus postage. Satisfaction or money refunded. SAFTLER MFG.
(’O., Dept. 6, Wliltman. Mass.
83*86
FOR SALE—500 thousand ft. large hem
lock and pine on stump, also 200 cds hardwood
If wanted. Easy to market. J. II. MOODY,
154 North Main St. Rockland. Me. Tel.
1014->ll.
82*84
FDR SALK- -One oak buffet. 6 dining room
chairs, 3 kitchen chairs, 1 rocker. PHONE
24-M.
82*84
FDR SALE—-Complete furnishings of a
9-room house. Am leaving city and must
dispose of every article. Call at 13 GRANITE
ST.
82-M
FDR SALE OR TO LET jfunsc in Dono- *
hue Court. If you can't give at least three
suitable references don’t apply. FREDERICK
V. WALTZ, 165 Broadway. Tel. 392-M.
82-84

To Let
TO LET New 6 room house, all modern,
vailable Aug. 1. H. II. STOVER. Tel. 1201.
.
83-85
TO LET Room at 21 FULTON ST.
83*85
TO LET Single garage, $1 per month, at
9 BROAD ST. ; all new.
83*83
TO LET Rooms at 37 Spring St. centrally
located, with hath. ROSCOE STAPLES, at
Simpson & Staples, or 37 Spring iSt.
83-tf
TO LET Two light housekeeping rooms,
|
furnished. 34 FULTON ST. Tel. 733-M.
83-85
TO LET Two furnished rooms for light
housekeeping: also rooms by day or week.
Apply 2 WILU)\V ST.
82*84
TO LET Rooms w ith kitchen privileges.
MACKIE. Vinalhaven.
82*
TO LET Furnished front room at Di9
82*84
PARK ST.
TO LET Furnished apartment on Oak St. i
All modern improvements. Apply ERN ".ST
C. DAVIS at Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
82-tf

FDR SALE^-1923 Model 61 3-ton Internation truck and 1923 Model 21 l1,2 ton DodgePrices very reasonable.
R A R LIME COP. RTel. 667,________ 81-83
FOR SALE—To settle estate, the Hall prop
erty, Middle Street Hill, eleven room house,
new furnace, two toilets, two fireplaces, set
tubs, two lots, fruit trees, etc. W. I). HALL.
Castine, Maine.
81-tf
FDR BALE—Green peas at BOWDEN'S.
81*83
Lake Ave. Tel. 1183-R.
FDR SALEr—Refrigerator in good condition.
MRS JAMES FlSKE, 64 Mechanic St. Tel.
433 IL_________________________ SI-83
FOR SALE—Eight room house at . Pine
80*85
St., Thomaston. HATTIE ALLEN.

Graham truck.

FDR SALE - Essex coach 1926 model, cheap.
Inquire at 34 PLEASANT ST. or phone 177-R.
81*83
FDR SALE -Two Jersey bulls, one 8
months, one 4 weeks. C. F. TAYLOR, Ten
ants Harbor.
82*84
FOR SALE Danish ball head cabbage
plants, $2.50 per 1000. L. A. THURSTON.
81-83
T»4. 1159.
_____
FDR SALE—Fifteen ft. power boat, 12 ft.
TO LET Three furnished light housekeep
ing rooms, with use of bath, at Bay View S-i. row boat, 15 ft double ender. Boats bought,
TEL U, • 1
B2-t4 sold and traded. L. A. THURSTON. 81Tel.
-S3
TO LET Two room apartment for light
FDR SALE- Six h. p. outboard motor, prac
housekeeping on Park street, new house, elec- I
trie lights, gas, all modern, $6 per week. ’ tically new, for sale at a bargain. L. A.
(’ALL 740.
81-83 THURSTON. Tel. 1159._______________ 81-83
FDR SALE—Fifteen house lots, good loca
TO LET Modern tenement in Rankin block. '
Inquire ALICE MARKINEU, business office of I tion to be sold cheap, easy terms. L. A.
ETTA
BLACKINTON will do
THURSTON.
__________________________ 81-83
telephone company.
79-tf 1
FOR SALE—Square dining room table.
Alterations, Repairing, Relining,
TO LET Furnished apartment with garage. '
available July 6. ETTA H. SANBORN. 8b. 2-burner Florence oil stove. Mahogany table,
Ladies' and Man's Clothing, at 49
Pleasant St. Tel. 903-W.
79-tf j long bamboo flower stand, 2 small tables and
smoking chair. Apply 114 5L\IN ST., Thom
FULTON ST., Southend. Tel. 96OJ
TO LET Five room flat with modern 1m- 1 aston.
81-83
7G«T79
provements at 10 1’LEASANT ST.
79-tf
FDR SALE—Farm wagon, dump cart, hay
TO LET—Tenement of 6 rooms and bath at rake. Buckeye mowing machine, plow and
•orner of Dak and Union Sts., June 1st. DR. drag. MRS. J. M. HARTFORD, Rockport. Me..
W. II. ARMSTRONG.
79-tf Box 111. Highland Sq.
79*84
TO LE I - Unfurnished and furnished apart
KO< K AND CEMENT WORK, cellar walls
ments. Inquire 12 KNOX ST. Tel. 578-W.
built and repaired; all kinds of lawn work,
66-79 by the day or contract. BENJAMIN KNOWL
66-tf
TO LET—Tenement, five rooms; electric TON, 54 Brewster SL Tel. 467-M.
ights, gas, flush toilet. Apply D. SHAFTER,
FOR SALE- Hard wood, fitted, $14 : long,
15 Rockland St.
79-tf $10; junks, $12: slabs fitted $8; also lumber
TO LET - Six room cottage at Owl’s Head delivered. T. J. CARROLL Tel. 263 -21.
66-tf
by the month or season. MRS. RUTH Mc- P. 0. Thomaston.
BEATH SPEAB. Tel. 649.
77-tf
FDR SALE—Fitted wood, $14 per cord,
TO LET At 15 Summer St 4 room heated quality and measure guaranteed. Telephone
flat, gas, electricity, bath. After July 1st 3 your order to 702 city, or drop’a card to J. I>.
77-88
room furnished flat, gas, electricity, bath, PEASE, Hope, Maine.
heat. On Camden St. after July 1st, to adult
FOR SALE—First quality fitted wood, $14 :
family 10 room house, furnace, bath, elec furnace junks, $12. delivered anywhere in
tricity. Apply MRS. FROST. Tel. 318-R.
Rockland or Rockport. RALPH P. CONANT.
76 tf Rockland. Tel. 67-M.
79-tf
ROCKLAND
RANKIN ST.,
TO LET—Four-hoom apartment in excel
FOR
SALE—New
Brunswick
Cabinet
lent condition ; garage if desired. Adults only. Phonograph. Late model, with 25 records. A
28 Pacific St.. C. A. EMERY. Tels. 518 M, bargain at less than half price. Phone 960-W.
436-M.
75-tf 39 ('RESCENT ST., between 5 and 7 p. m.
WHAT K'HD OF
72*tf
TO LET—Northern tiaif ot CrockeU BabyA FAMILY IS THIS
Shop. In heart of business section. Apply
FOR SALE—The Lena Thorndike house at
CROCKETT BABY SHOP.
73-tf Spruce Head. For Information call FRED A.
ANYWAY ?
72-83
TO LET—Five room apartment, modern, on THORNDIKE. Tel. 1006-W.
'S GET A CARL?
Talbot Ave., first class. Apply 8’ SUMMER
FOR SALE—Fine roomy house, shed and
ST. Tel. 551-W.
70-tf barn connected, centrally located on State
TO LET—Apartment In The Bicknell, Main road, four miles from Rockland. Hard wood
St. Apply MRS. B. B. SMITH, 16 Lincoln St. floors, electric lights, carpets, shades, stormTel. 264t
79-tf windows and screens. Fruit trees and farming
land if desired. Can be bought at a bargain
1>
TO LET—New store 22\ixb0 ft., $40 per for cash, or on easy terms, if preferred. Inmonth, with or without lease. V. F. STUDLEY, quire of GEO. GREEN, South Thomaston.
69 Park St.
79-tf Phone Rockland 387-21.
72-tf
TO LET—Two room apartment, kitchenette
FOR SALE—Four foot mill slabs, $6.50 ;
and bath. Apply CUTLER-COOK CO.. Rock smve length, $8 per cord; also building lum
land.
’ 79-tf ber. L. A. PACKARD, R. F. D., Thomaston.
79-tf
(.rove
TO LET—Furnished apartment
St., modern. COBB & DAVIS.
79-tf
FOR SALE—Good shore lot, 135x200 ft.,
with artesian well, at Ash Point, N. A. FOGG.
Rockland, Me.
79-tf
Miscellaneous
FOR SALE—Second hand Reo parts and one
DENTAL NOTICE—During the summer I stake body, also 15 ft. double ender. copper
will he at my Rockland office Fridays and fastened. E. W. FARMER, 41 Lime Kt...
Saturdays, (’all or phone 69-R. DR. J. II. Rockland.
There may be others in your
’
81-tf
DAMON, dentist. Rockland.
79-tf
FOR SALE—30 ft. cabin cruiser, perfect
family who hold the same thought.
CLARA FDR BBGIXNERg In elocution. condition, fully equipped, 12 h. p. Hubbard
Call DAURICE PLUMMER 911-W. Rockland. engine. Ideal family craft, copper riveted. S.
Don’t let them. Get one of our
78*83 •M. DUNCAN. 602 Main St.. Rockland.
79-tf
Good, Inexpensive Used Cars now.
BEFORE BUYING THAT PLACE get my
FOR SALE—Cedar boat boards, all thick
long list ; city, village country, shore prop nesses. Small lots five cents foot planed two
erty. H. L. STEVENS, 192 Limerock St.. sides, large orders cheaper. Lobster traps,
Rockland.
77-tf bnovs. oak laths. Also other boat lumber
1928 Oldsir.obi’.e Sedan
79-tf
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at the JOEL P WOOD, Belfast. Tel. 177-11.
Rockland Hair Store, 236 Main St. Mail orders
FOR SALE—Homestead premises of the
1927Chrysler Sedan
solicited. HELEN ('. RHODES.
7» If late George W. Robinson, with double lot.
» GENERAL TRUCKING. K. W. FARMER, 41 Knox St.. Thomaston. ANNE V. FLINT, 32
1927 FonLac Sedan
76-tf
Lime St.. Rockland. Tel. 1060-M.
79-tf School St., Rockland. Tel. 356-M.
FOR SALE- Ten flue house lots on Broad
WAX YOUR FLOORS with our Johnson
1926 Buick Sedan
way,
1
large
lot
on
Crescent
St.
electric floor waxer, $1.00 per day. Tel. 791.
Twelve room house on Atlantic Highway
CRIB HARDWARE CO., 408 Main St., Rock
land.
79-If near Maverick ISt.
1926 Essex Coach
Cottage lot on Alford Lake.
LET E. A. KNOWLTON tile your saws and
Cottage house and garage, good lot of land
repair your furniture at 216 LIMEROCK St. at East Union, opposite Grange hall.
1926 Nash Sedan
Tel. 1010.
79-tf
At Owl’s Head in Mussel IHdge channel,
WHEN IN NEW YORK—Remember that you large house and lot, separate large lot, cot
1925 Chevrolet Touring
can buy copies of Tlie Courier-Gazette, with tage, and large lot of land. Large store near
the home news, at Hotallng’s News Agency. Ocean House, formerly occupied by M. P.
Jameson Co.
308 West 40th street.
1925 Ford Touring
Cottage and lot of land on Tenant’s Harbor
road, on Georges River. $1050.
One eight room house at Rockport on East
side of Harbor, 1 extra large lot, shore privi
At EDWIN A. DEAN’S PLACE at lege with each. Also one 11 room house at
Rockport.
The Highlands you can buy
Two house lots on corner of Rankin and
Broadway.
NICE BOUQUETS OF MIXED
27 RANKIN ST.
ROCKLAND
One double tenement house on Main St.
FLOWERS made up for 35 Cents
To any one wishing a real antique 1% story
house to be taken down and rebuilt please
Telephone 692-M
All Kinds of Plants, Windmil s,
write me for particulars. ERNEST C. DAVIS,
Toys, Etc.
72S31
Rockland, Me.
83-83

REPAIRING!

MILLER’S GARAGE

FOR SALE

MILLER’S GARAGE

Earle Redman of Danville and Miss
SIMONTON
Beatrice Bickford of Pittsfield are
The Cream of the Season In spending the week with Mr. Redmans The Fourth was passed here very
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Alfred quietly—not so much noise as usual.
The weather so far this month has
Cates, Brewster street.
Value and Style
been very unfavorable for haymak
ing.
There will be an auction party in
Owing to a change in program the
Chiffons are outstanding fashions’ G.A.R. hall Monday evening under
Saturday night dance will he omitbecause they are cool, and are cor
the auspices of the Daughters of ted this week. Friday night. July 19,
Union Veterans with Mrs. F. Helen the hall will he open for a dance, with
rect for Street, Dancing, Bridge,
Paladino and Mrs. Lizzie French as music by Dean’s Dance Band. This
(Sleavcless Sport Drcsres). Featur
hostesses. The Daughters are raising music is well known to lovers of
ing Sun Backs, Prints, Crepes,
a fund for the entertainment of the dancing and with the fine floor pa
.Grand
Army men at their convention trons may be assured of a good time.
Jacket Enzcmblcs, Brilliant Sum
in Portland in September. The next Refreshments will be on sale during
mer Shades, Pastels, Dresses as low
•regular meeting of the tent will be the evening.
as $10.95. Jewelry to match, Bright
Aug. 5.
Fred Buzzell sold two of his cows
Galalith Jewelry, $1.G0.
this week to Oscar Carroll.
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Richmond
Mrs. Gladys French has returned
Knapp (Eleanor Merrill) of Danbury, from a visit in Bar Harbor.
Note: All Spring Coats that were
• Conn., who are on a motor trip
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Talenbloom
selling for $2).53, now $16.75.;
through Canada on their honeymoon,
$16.75, now $10.95. Sizes 14-38 only. are registered at the Thorndike Hotel. had as guests last week .Mrs. Waters
of Watertown, N. Y., and Sidney
Colors, Gray, Black, Blue, Tan.
Talenbloom of Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. O. B. Hyland have as
Joseph Morton is helping Ralph
(Hats to match)
guests for a few weeks, Mr. and Mrs. Miller during haying.
W. V. Burns and sons J^awrence and
Robert of Brooklyn. Mrs. Adah E.
Carnes of New York and Master (>.
THE FASHION
Maurice Carnes of Milford, N. H.

I

UNITIES
OF1929
jgy

Janet

Misses Anna Gordon, Ethel FreeJesHie Kubcnlnsa. parties/ musicals. «tc. Notes seal by •‘tem and Anna Green motored to
mail or telephone will be gladly received.
' Bangor for the weekend and attended i
TELEPHONE ................ ............................ 770 tjle Bell-Galpert wedding Sunday.
In uddltlon to personal notes recording de-1

Mrs. Ralph Norton and son of Augusta, who have been guests of Mrs.
Norton's mother. Mrs. Annie Babl.idge; and sister. Mrs. Perley Bartlett for a few days, return home today.

Mrs. j. W. Gerry, and Mr. and Mrs.
Harry M. Browne and son Joseph
Gerrv. of Watertown. Mass., are occupying the E. F. Berry cottage at
Cooper’s Beach for two weeks,
!
____
Mrs. John Bernet is quite ill at her
Mr. and Mrs. Fred G. Irish of Wal home, Rockland street.
tham, Mass., are making a week’s
visit in this city and vicinity.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bridges and

|

Mrs. Dorothy Gal pert Gordon re
turned to New York Wednesday after
spending a fortnight in this city,
guest of Miss Dorothy Gordon, T
street.

j Dr. Popplestone of Swan’s Island
were weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Basil H. Stinson, Masonic street. The
Bridges took back with them a hand
some new Paige car.

Robert Mbsser of Los Angeles, for
merly of this city, arrived Tuesday,
and is the guest • of Mrs. Mary E.
Messer. He spent a few days in New
York, enroute. From here he goes
to Oakland, Calif., where he has a po
sition to teach the coming year, hav
ing obtained a leave of absence from
the school in Los Angeles where he
has been teaching.

William H. Maxey who has been
visiting his daughter Mrs. Martha
Watts, in Warren has returned home.

Mrs. Louise M. Smith is making a
visit of several weeks with her daugh
ters Mrs. James A. Lewis in Marion.
Mass, and Mrs. Clarence II. Shaw in
Waterbury, Conn.

Harold F. Roberts and family of
New York are •occupying their sum
mer home, Trial-Mark (amp al
Owl’s Head.

Bryant Ilill of North Adams,
Mass., was in the city over the week
end, being accompanied on his return
by Mrs. Warren C. Hill (Kathleen
Miss Elizabeth McCoy an 1 Mrs Snow) and son who were going to
Lillian Bates of Chicago are* guests their lion® in North Adams after a
of Mrs. N. J. McCoy and Miss Alta visit with relatives.
McCoy, Thomaston.
Mrs. Leila Benner, Miss Lenore
Mrs. Sarah Galpert of Bangor left Benner, Mrs. Mabel Harden and
by motor Wednesday for Boston after Harold Savage spent the weekend on
spending a week with Mr. and Mrs. a motor trip to Bar Harbor. Northeast
Harbor and Lucerne-in-Maine.
Jack Green.

,

, SHOP

Gxcinsitde, yet inexpensive

•The fashion Shop-

Mrs. Charles D. Crane of Eliza
Gen. H. M. Lord, who is summering
beth, N. J., is spending the summer at Martinsville has been in New York
with her son, Kennedy Crane, Beech this week on business.
street.

T. Donald McCreary. J. Paul Darby
of New York City and Miss Fay Mer
rill of Newtonville. Mass., are house
guests of Miss Dolly Roberts at Trialmark Camp for two weeks. Mr. an 1
Mrs. Ernest Brewer also of New York
City arrived the 3d for the month of
July at the camp.

What a darluiq shed have
been in the pretty Frocks and
dresses theyra showing at

Miss Joanna Patterson entertained
at luncheon and bridge Tuesday eve
ning at her Spruce Head cottage.
There were four tables in play, hon
Mrs. A. L. Whittemore is in Lynn,
ors falling to Mr. and Mis. Donald Mass., for the week, the guest of Mrs.
Leach, Miss Amber Elwell and Fos Henry Dunn.
ter St. Clair of Quincy, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Wyman Foster and
F. A. Kimball has leased the two Alden Turner of Cambridge, Mass.,
apartments in the former Dana Sherei were weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
house at The Highlands to Mr. and F. W. Fuller, Talbot avenue.
Mrs. Frank Hallowell and Mr. and
1
Mrs. Frank Collins.
Mi’s. Harriet Orbeton who has been
Foster St. Clair of Quincy, Mass., the guest of her sister, Mrs. Ashton
is the guest of Mr. and Mis. J. E. Ripley, Appleton, returned home yes
terday.
Stevens, Talbot avenue.

Mrs. John Clay ter of Summer street
had as weekend guests Mr. and Mis.
Mrs. Arthur St. Clair, who has been
F. IL Kenney and Miss Audrey Gil
guest of Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Stevens,
man of Medford, Mass.
returns to her home in Wollaston.
Mrs. Sabra Chandler returned Mass., today.
Monday after a visit with friends in
Miss Mabel A. Spring of Fall River,
Bath.
Mass., is spending the summer at 59
Mrs. Ada E. Bowler of Boston who Masonic street.
has returned recently from Miami.
Fla., is the guest of Mrs. A. J. Crock
William II. Wincapaw of the Cur
tiss Flying Service has been joined
ett, Rankin street.
here by his wife who came from
Mrs. Ralph Herrick and daughter, Staten Island for a short visit.
have returned from Monhegan where
they were the guests of relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Asbury Burgess of
Bangor are in the city for a stay of
Capt. Niles Nelson of the barge indefinite length. Mr. Burgess has
Beaufort, arrived from New . Ylork been in the employ of the American
yesterday to spend a week or 10 days Express Co., transacting a ilsli busi
with his family. He left the vessel in ness, also.
New York.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Greene of
Mrs. Mabel Howard and daughter Newton. Mass., are occupying the
Gladys, with friends, spent the week cabin at Treasure Point.
end in Portland.
Joseph J. Flanagan, former mana
Aaron Koritzky of Boston spent the ger of the Western Union telegraph
weekend at his former home, visiting office in Bangor was in the city yes
his mother Mrs. A. Koritzky.
terday, on bis way to Portland.

Mr. and-Mrs. William Stafford and
children Sarah and William motored
from Lubec Sunday to spend the
week with Joseph (Stafford, Mechanic
street.

We studied. about Marie
Antoinette ui school to-day
My, she must have been, a
beauty1 "

Archie Bowley spent the holiday
and weekend in Squantum, Mass., the
guest'of his father, returning home
Sunday accompanied by Mrs. Bowley
and two children who had been,visit
ing relatives in Providence, New
Hampshire and Massachusetts for
several weeks.
Prof, and Mrs. Arthur Galen Eustis
(Lorinda Orne) have returned from
their wedding trip through the White
Mountains and Canada and are
guests of Capt. and Mrs. B. T. Orne,
Beeehwoods street, Thomaston.

3T3 MAIN ST

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Lufkin (Har
riet Hall) have returned from their
wedding trip which took them to
Niagara Falls, Toronto. Montreal and
Quebec, and are at the Hall cottage.
Point Thorndike.

Made For
Beautiful Women

VASSALBORO, MAINE

|

!
I

'
'

A beautiful new dormitory with fire-proof con
struction and every modern appointment is
ready to welcome a select group of purposeful
girls in September.
Expert teachers take a vital interest in prog
ress of each girl. Thorough preparation for the
best colleges. Advanced work for High School
graduates. Special courses in Art, Music and
Expression. Exceptional training in Physical
Education. Horseback riding for every girl.
Separate Jr. Department for limited number
in Seventh and Eighth Grades.
Spacious Gymnasium. Fine tennis courts
and new athletic fields. Amphitheatre for
dramatics. Glee Club. Orchestra.
Emphasis on scholarship, health, courtesy
and character.

j

You are invited to write for infor
mation about this school for girls.

|

Principals, Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Owen

Box 417. Vassalboro, Maine

Mr. and Mrs. Earl Stevens of Bos
ton are spending a few days at Mr.
Stevens’ former home at the North< nd.

Arthur Durand and Jack McLaugh
Miss Jennie E. Crockett of Chel
sea, (Mass., arrived Tuesday morning lin of Fall River are guests of .Mr.
to spend her vacation with her sister, and Mrs. Donald Perry, Grove street,
making the trip to Rockland by mo
Mrs. E l ward F. Curtis.
torcycle.
C. II. Sonntag has leased the
Rockland cottage at Crescent Beach
for the summer, and its present oc
cupants are: Mr. and Mrs. Sonntag
and daughters, Martha and' Alice of
Sandusky, Ohio;
Mr.
Sonntag’s
mother, Mrs. Alice L. Sonntag, and
his sisters, Misses Henrietta and
Agnes Sonntag of Cleveland.

Dr. Mildred Tuttle of Camden.Jand Miss Clara Tuttle of Jersey City
are guests of their mother, Mrs.
Elonia Tuttle, Broadway.

Rollo Whitten of Waltham, Mass.,
has returned home .after a visit with
his sister Mrs. Charles Small at The
Highlands.

Mrs. Fred Diseh (Frieda Morris),
William Booth has arrived from
New London to spend the summer and son Fred of Scotch Plains, N. J.,
with his father. Harry Booth, at Long are guests of Capt. and Mrs. E. L.
.Morris at The Highlands.
Cove.
Mrs. Mae Daggett has gone to
Portland to spend part of her vaca
tion with her daughter, Mrs. Roland
Smith. She was accompanied by Mrs.
J. A. Clough and children Billy and
Betty, who will also visit Mrs. Smith
for a few days.

Members of the Chapin (’’ass and
guests, numbering 48 in al,, had a
picnic at the Holiday Beach cottage
of Mrs. C. E. Rollins, Monday evening,
with Miss Josephine Pardee as guest
of honor. The menu afforded such
Mrs. Adelaide Fields of Portland
goodies as salads, escalloped potatoes, and daughter Mrs. Carroll Bessey of
home made rolls and strawberry Cambridge, are at their Crescent
shortcake. Among the guests was Beach cottage for the summer.
Miss Mertie Hemenway f New York.
Mr. and Mrs. Allan J. Murray had
Mrs. A. R. Havener entertained the as weekend guests Mr. and Mrs. Percy
T.H.E. Club Monday evening at her Stanley, Misses Hazel and Edith
Crescent Beach cottage, honors in Stanley and Louis Stanley of Farm
cards being taken by Mrs. E. O'B. ington, and Mr. and Mrs. Horace C.
Gonia. Mis. John M. Richardson and Sawyer of Keezar Falls.
Mrs. John S. Ranlett.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank A. St. Clair
Mr .and Mrs. Huse M. Tibbetts have and son Jerome of New York are
returned from their wedding trip to guests of Mr. and Mrs. George L.
Rangeley where they were at the St. Clair at their Crescent Beach
D< dge Pond Camp. They will be at cottage. Mr. St. Clair, junior, will
Sebago Lake for the remainder of the remain here a fortnight, while iMrs.
summer, going in September to ' St. Clair and son will stay a month.
Houlton where Mr. Tibbetts has been Mrs. Frank St. Clair’s sister. Miss
engaged as physical instructor in the Frances Hamilton of Brunswick is
public schools
| also a guest at the 'St. Clair cottage

is It

Really Running?

Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Robinson and
daughter Miss Allrerta Robinson of
Portland were weekend guests of Mr.
and Mrs. H. A. Buffum, Grove street.
Mr. Robinson is Portland’s postmas
ter.
Mrs. Vilas Daughartx (Mabel Dun
bar) and daughters Margaret and
Alice and Mrs. Alice Dunbar Leavitt,
all of Detroit, are at the II. B. Bird
cottage, Dynamite Beach, for two
weeks.

Miss Clara Hall of Newcastle is
the guest of her brother, Herbert Hall
Summer street.
Mrs. Scott Kittredge, who planned
to be in Rockland this week, will not
Jarrive until carry- next month, as her
son George is attending an opera
school which does not close until Aug.
1. Master George, who attained his
11th birthday May 26. is one of 15
children chosen from 5.000 New York
school children to attend school con
ducted by the Metropolitan Opera
Company in preparation for child
rens parts in the operas of next sea
son. The school affords training in
voice culture, dancing, stage deport
ment, French, Italian and German.
George is also choir leader of the
boys’ choir in the Episcopal Church
where the Kitt:edges attend service.
He enters the Seventh grade in school
next fall, is a student of high standing,
and has shown particular aptness in
nature study.

"Youth Units
meal seems reason enough for serving
it often. It’s a great satisfaction to
know that a woman can give so much
pleasure to her dear ones so easily.
But it’s far greater satisfaction to
know that the delicious dessert which
they eat so joyously is wonderfully
beneficial, too.
In the smooth creaminess of Frojoy’s mellow flavorings (a new twotoned blend is selected each week by
Alice Bradley) are just those elements

which keep growing bodies . . . ana
grown-up bodies, too . . . vitally,
energetically young. The pure ingre
dients blended into luscious Fro-joy
contain a wealth of "Youth Units”
. . . the vitamins and mineral salts
essential to any well-balanced diet.
And in Fro-joy, there are three times
as many as in an equal portion cf
fine, whole milk . . . "Nature’s most
perfect food.”
Where there’s a Fro-joy sign, there’s
a Fro-joy dealer. Find yours today!

This week the new Fro-joy 2-flavor pint package contains

PHILADELPHIA

VANILLA AND

RASPBERRY

Miss Elizabeth Hall of Melrose.
Mass., and Miss Annie Frost of Lynn
ire at Mrs. Alice Rodney's, Masonic
street, for the summer.

Mrs. E. F. Glover and Mrs. J. F.
Knight entertained at a bridge lunch
eon at Hill Top Inn Warren yester
day, with 15 tables in play. Pivoting
was in order, with honors falling to
Mrs. A. J. Bird, Mrs. F. W. Fuller.
Mrs. A. C. McLoon, Miss Anne IJlickington, Mrs. H. A. Reuter, Mrs. Grace
Black, Mrs. George B. Wood. Mrs.
Lucy Glover. Mrs. S. A. Burpee, Mrs.
A. B. Crockett, Mrs. H. B. Fales and
Mrs. J. A. Burpee. Among the out of
town guests were Mrs. Henry A.
Reuter and Mrs. Ernest Young of
Boston. Mrs. William D. Talbot of i
Portland, Mrs. W. A. Healey of '
Springifield and Mrs. A. W. Fenner of
Pasadena, Calif.

Thais the question
every woman asks the first time she

sees the New Silent Kelvinator

Z/c

O SILENT is the new 1929

advanced features of the New

Kelvinator that even when

Silent Kelvinator, including the

standing dose by, you cannot

new flexible rubber tray for in

detect whether the mechanism

stant removal of ice cubes, auto

is running.

matic cold-kceper and artistic,

rather casual marriages,

sturdy cabinets.

wedding announcement!

S

Scores of women

who have inspected the new

unit are delighted with its

smooth, silent performance.

You can enjoy Kelvinator at

WEDDING
TN these mad days of
runaway romances and

arebecomingincreasingly
important. The smarter

once. Buy it nowon Kelvinator’s

families are using Lin-

Come in and make the test

attractive ReDisCo monthly

weavc Wedding Station

yourself. Then note the other

budget plan. No need to wait.

ery for their announce
ments because of its ultra-

THE

RE

LIABLE

KELVINATOR ,,
Central Maine Power Company
At any of

correctness and because
its rich, vellum-like tex

ture provides the perfect

background for exquisite
engraving.

THE COURIERGAZETTE

oar storoa

TH.'RE ARE KELVINATOR ELECTRIC INSTALLATIONS FOR
EVERY COMMERCIAL PURPOSE

'/ZW Chisholm’s Spa
Immaculate
S. & H. ICE CREAM BRICKS
AND CONFECTIONS
SUNDAES AND COLLEGE ICES
SALADS, SANDWICHES
STEWS, LIGHT LUNCHES
PIES AND FANCY PASTRY

Visit and Lunch at the

SPA
Restful, Beautiful, HealthfuJ

__
WEOUISG PAPKKS

9?

Here’s one good reason for
eating Fro-joy

Mrs. P. L. Wotton of Hyde Park,
Mass., is the guest of her sister, iMrs.
Elmer Simmons, Fulton street.

Miss Ellen Thurlow of Hope was
the guest Wednesday of her cousin.
•F. A. Kimball at The Highlands, on
her way to North Haven for an ex
tended visit.

Mr. and Mrs. 11 use M. Tibbetts
iW. II. Glendenning Jr., was host to (Lucille Hodgkins) of Sebago Lake
the Wool worth Club Tuesday eve were weekend guests of Mr .and Mrs.
ning. Sherman Daniels of Bangor David G. Hodgkins, Camden street.
was among those present.
H. H. McIntire and family left yes
Mrs. Walter D. Hall and daughters terday for their new home in Newark.
Adelaide and Jacqueline, have re N. J. Their departure is regarded
turned to their Port Clyde home from with regret as they have formed a
Medford. Mass., where the girls are large circle of friends and acquaint
being educated. Mrs. Hall, who has' ances during their sojourn in Rock
been active in newspaper work for land. Their three older children,
the past three winters, received a Bernard, Herbert and Shirley, have
signal honor before leaving Massa been particularly active in juvenile
chusetts. She was appointed by the circles through theif aptness for ath'
State president to direct the press leties and music.
and publicity of the eighth district
of Massachusetts S,tate Federation
of Women’s Clubs. Mrs. Hall has
always been active in community
wor'k. having organized and held the
chairmanship of the St. George
Branch of the American Red Cross
throughout the war years and until Beauties who guard their complex
last year, when she resigned. She will ions use MELLO-GLO Face Powdier
bring the fruits of a wide back only. Famous for purity—its color
ground of travel and study to her ing matter is’approved by the Gov
ernment. The skin never looks pasty
new office in Massachusetts.
or flaky. It spreads more smoothly
Awnings or curtains on the porch and produces a Mouthful bloom. Made
bring comfort and beauty to the by a new French process, MELLOhome. Have you seen the zestful GLO Face Powder stays on longer.
new* colors? Rockland Awning Co. Corner Drug Store and all other good
stores.
Tei. 12G2-W —adv.
83-84

OAK GROVE
t

Mr. and Mrs. John Griffin of Jersey
Mrs. Charles Thurston of South
City, N. J., are making a week’s visit Union was a Rockland visitor yester
at Mrs. Griffin's former home in this day, calling on relatives and friends.
city. They have as guests Miss Gert
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Talbot of Port
rude Brophy and Frank Gerber of
land are guests of Mrs. David Talbot.
Jersey City.

Misses Mary Bird and Marian
Miss Evelyn McDougall is spend
Marsh left Monday night for Boston ing the week in Portland.
i
where they will ent/*r st/mmer school
at Lasell Seminary.
Dwight Collins and (ymily of Ap
pleton were guests yesterday of Mr.
B. II. Stinson was in Swan’s Island and Mrs. F. A. Kimball at The High
Tuesday to attend the funeral of Capt. lands.
Gray, who will be remembered as
commander of the steamer Gov. BodMiss Marian Webb of Boston is
well many years.
with her m'other, Mrs. S. 11. Webb.
Masonic street, for the summer.
Mrs. A. D. Morey entertained the
P.&T. Club Tuesday afternoon at her
Miss Mabel F. Lamb was a guest
apartment in The Lauriettc.
Tuesday and Wednesday at Mrs. II.
N. McDougall’s cottage, Meguntic >uk
Miss Maerice Blaekington who is at Lake.
Sebago Lake for the summer was the
weekend guest of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Mrs. Philip Stetson and three
Tibbetts, Glencove.
daughters of Berkeley, Calif., havd
taken a cottage at Crescent Beach for
Merrill Hay of Portland was house the summer.
guest of Mr. and Mrs. II. |N. Mc
Dougall at Megunticdok Lake over
Miss Naomi Bucklin who has been
the weekend.
guest of Miss Vivian Chaples, Sim
mons street, has returned to her
Mrs. Sidney I. Snow and two child home in Portland accompanied by
ren of Philadelphia ore at 'Treasure Miss Chaples who will he her guest
Point jFarm.
for a time.

Mr. and Mrs. Claude Giles and two
Frank Andrews of Cleveland, Ohio,
daughters. Mrs. Estelle Brown and
Mrs. Lizzie Morton, of Melrose. Mass., is the guest of his sisters, Mrs. Lucy
jare occupying the Herrick cottage at Glover and Mrs. S. II. Webb, Masonic
street.
Ash Point.
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Sport Shoes
AT

I Twelve cars in a row passed Pa----. trolman Ingraham yesterday. NothThe Circus!—The Circus!—The throb of the ing unusual, ’cept that 11 of them
, 4,tlri.,?ls' ,
I
,
happened to be Massachusetts cars.
APROPOS OF SPARKS

is nothing

quite like
the new

Ford
anywhere
in
design,

quality

McLain’s Shoe Store

And the blare ot the horns, as the bandwagon
conies:
The clash and the dang of the cymbals that , A bouquet of handsome American
heat.
Beauty roses from the garden of Mrs. J
As the flittering p.ge.nt winds down the long A ,w GreKorv, Camden street which
street.
, ,

- Tames Whitcomb Riley
graced the editors desk, have been
much admired and enjoyed.
--------------------Eddie Whalen has received his j
----pilot’s license to carry passengers ' Vice President Porter and Consultind a license to instruct student Ing Engineer Sonntag of the Lawpilots.
rence Cement Company left last night
___
j for New York on business. They were [
The band concert in PostoiUcc accompanied
by Prof. Benjamin I
square postponed last Sunday night Ml‘,cr' consulting geolog st for the
on account of the shower will take
“nd
of geology at
Place the coming Sunday evening.
£hi*hf V’daV

Vice President Charles A. Porter of
Lieut. Hornsby, who has been sta
the Lawrence Cement
Company tioned here several weeks by the
slipped from a timber at the plant Curtiss Flying 'Service, has been
breaking his left leg above the ankle. ordered back to army duty in Cali----I fornia, where he is expected to arrive
The State Highway Commission j Aug 6.. Lieut. Hornsby is not only
will open bids July 17 on four sec- an expert flyer, who has been of
lions of highway, one of which is for s valuable service as a trainer and in
grading three-quarters of a mile be- I commercial work, but has been poputween Thomaston and Warren.
j lar here socially, and his going will
----I occasion much regret.
i
___
A “white way” pole at the corner!
of Park and Union streets succumbed I The wharf property adjoining the
csterdav to an assault b>' a truck Public landing, which was recently
aiV.n with faint produce. Needless leased from Charles S. Hall by the
ty the assault was not a pre- I Curtiss Flying Service was recently
to
burned over and has been covered
meditated one.
with lime, to destroy the last vestige
Another large moth miller which of city dumpage. The ground will
nswers to the general specifications next be levelled and covered with
of the one reported in Tuesday’s is- crushed rock, which will be rolled
ue, was left at this office by E. F. into a smooth surface. The old fence
Lawrenca. It was found in Mrs. which divided the dump and the pub
Ella Lurvey’s garden. 26 Franklin lic landing has been removed, and a
set of ways will be built by the I. L.
treet.
Snow Co., for the purpose <?f hauling
the aircraft out when necessary. The
Fred Knight, who has been driving other work is being done by Fred M.
ne of the Central Ice Co.s trucks, is Blackington.
having an enforced vacation because
an infection in his right hand,
Wilbur F. Senter, the well known
hieh resulted after he had stuck an Brunswick merchant and president of
ce pick into it deeply. Mr. Knight is the Union National Bank of that
favorite on his route and the cus- town, completed Monday the trade
omers are wishing him a speedy whereby he became owner of more
ecovery.
*
than three-fourths of the stock of the
bank. Mr. Senter presented to the
A deal of local interest is mani stockholders about a fortnight ago a
fested in the appearance next week circular letter presenting two offers.
of Adelyn Bushnell in the title role He. himself, offered $215 per share
of “Dulcy” as staged by the Lake- while the Chipman Bank & Trust Co.
wood Players at their famous theatre of Portland, offered $220 per share
Knox County folks are highly phased Local pride was evidently strong
at this signal honor accorded a fav- I among the stockholders for they acoritc daughter and indications point eepted Mr. Senter's offer. In paying
large delegation from this sec- j for the stock Monday afternoon Mr.
lion at Lakewood. Miss Bushnell has Senter made out his cheeks for $220
staged and participated in several a share, although he had in no way
matcur productions the past winter previously intimated that he would do
this. The stockholders were highly
neluding “Dulcy.”
gratified. Mr. Senter made no state
•
-----x
Lewiston Journal: Very good, Bos ment to the future policy of the bank.

AT FORT WILLIAMS

i

Boy Scouts See Coast Artil-'
lery In Action—Friday Is
Governor’s Day

Dresses

The civilian soldiers devoted Tues
day to the usual artillery training but
no guns were fired. The preliminary
training for the men and officers is
under the direction of Lt. Col. Dusenburv. instructor of the Coast Artillery
Corps. U.S.A., assisted by First Lt.
! Sherman L. Willard.
The parade late in the afternoon

was carried out by the Second Bat

White. Black and White, Blond1?,
Suntan, Smoked Elk, Alligator
and Many Others
Crepe, Leather and Barefoot Soles
Also a Complete Line of

WOVEN SHOES
In Colors

BATHING SHOES
Special

79c
Red, Green, Blue

McLain’s Shoe Store
“AT THE BROOK”

GREATER SAFETY

Twelve Suggestions By Ford
Motor Co. Which Should
Be Followed

talion. commanded ny Major Ralph
W. Brown of Rockland.

Yesterday about 50 Boy (Scouts
fr -in Sanford, 1\ rt and and South
Portland were on hand to see how
the United 'Stales trains its home
guards. The Scouts had a free rein
and rt ceived their greatest thrill
when invited to cat dinner with the
civilian soldiers. The boys inspected
everything and every place and many
of them spent more than a half
hour clustered around a soldier
j blacksmith while he was shoeing a
, mule.
Outside of the sub-calibre drill but 1
] little is schedu’ed for today. The
school for recruits, officers and non, commissioned officers, will be con
ducted in the afternoon with the
regular troop drill.
The First Battalion paraded late
Wednesday afternoon under the eom! mand of Major George C. Kern of
i Portland and the 246th band presentI od a concert between 7 and 8 o’clock
to bring • the day’s activities to a I
close.

Baseball games between the bat
teries is the main sporting event this
week with all the teams fighting hard
to win a leg on the silver cup. offered
as .i trophy. Battery B already has
won tw j legs and needs but to win
this year to gain permanent possession of the trophy.
Friday will be Governor’s Day with
Gov. Gardiner and staff scheduled to
make an official inspection.
The
Governor will he the honor guest at
the dance and reception in the eve
ning.

?450

FLANNEL DRESSES

SILK DRESSES

Light weight flannels in
Short Sleeve
pastel shades.
Sizes 14, 16, 18, 20

Wash silks in pastel shades.

Sizes to 40

§3.95; $5.50

$3.98

SPECIAL
Two-Piece Suits and Ensembles
Very smart with short sleeve dresses; Ion gand
short coats

$9.95
!
1
1

beautiful

COTTON
ENSEMBLES

WASH SILK
DRESSES

Printed cotton and linen
Ensembles
Sizes to 42

$2.98

Short sleeves made of the
newest materials. Pastel
shades.

$5.75

$15.00

Cutler-Cook Co.
346 MAIN STREET

AYER'

FOR SALE

ADDRESSOGRAPH

The Courier-Gazette

WILLIS AYER

TEL. 288

ROCKLAND

MAIL
ORDERS
FILLED

TELEPHONE
ORDERS
FILLED

NEW
OFFICIALLY APPROVED
SPORTSTER

Telephone 892

Home of Paramount Pictures

/ NOW SHOWING

“Where East Is East”
with

LON CHANEY
and

LUPE VELEZ

GIRL SCOUT
SHOES
Expressly designed to meet exacting requirements
for Girl Scouts as well as for general service

FRIDAY-SATURDAY
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As a contribution towards greater
safety and more pleasant driving
conditions on the highways of the
I
country this summer, the Ford Mo
tor Co. has listed 12 rules as sug
gestions to motorists and has dis
I
tributed them to dealers over the
|
country.
Announcement of the suggestions
was made today by Knox County Mo
tor Sales Co.. Ford dealer in this city
which will display the list prominent
ly in its place of business.
ATLANTIC FLIGHTS
“These rules," said Mr. (Mann, “are
merely common sense as applied to
automobile driving. Every experi The Pathfinder Reaches Op
enced motorist knows all of them. It
posite Coast Safely—Some
is our hope, however, that by stating
them concisely and posting them
History
where they will come to the attention
NEW FORD ROADSTER
of a great many motorists, we can
Flying over a foggy ocean the air
so emphasize them as to make a real plane Pathfinder, piloted by Roger
contribution towards greater high Q. Williams and Capt. Lewis A.
way safety.”
Yancey, landed on the Southern
The twelve rules are:
Spanish Coast Tuesday, within a few
1— Courtesy comes first. Consider miles of where the Yellow Bird had
(F. O. B. Detroit, plus
the rights and privileges of others.
charge for freight and
landed not long before. Want of
delivery. Bumpers and
2— Keep your mind on your driving, gasoline forced the craft down. Yes
spare tire extra.)
and anticipate sudden emergencies.
terday morning, after it had been
3— Learn the “feel” of. having your
refuelled, The Pathfinder continued
ton approves of Maine’s effort to
car under control.
Ernest
Balcom
of
Brockton,
Mass.,
•aise $230,000 to reconstruct a Mont
THE new Ford is a
4— Obey all traffic and parking reg its voyage to Rome, whither it was
is
in
the
city
on
his
annual
vacation,
bound when the flight began at Old
pelier at Thomaston, Maine in mem
ulations.
really fine car selling at
ory of a former Bostonian, Gen. which has already convinced him
5— Keep to the right, and comply Orchard Beach Monday morning.
that
olives
and
a
rough
sea
are
not
Henry Knox. Gen. Clarence Edwards
With this crossing a number of
with road markings and signs.
a low price. That’s the
head of the plan. Gen. Knox did a the proper combination for a fishing
6— Signal for stops and turns— successful flights over the Atlantic
trip.
He
went
through
a
long
experi

ot for Boston. He fortified Bunker
Ocean have been made. Do you know
whole story of its un
Watch the ear ahead.
Hill and he dragged the guns from ence in the Navy without being
7— Slow down at crossings, schools, how many? Well, here is the list:
troubled
by
seasickness
but
when
he
Ticonderoga to Boston in the dead of
usual speed, power, ac
June 14, 1919—Capt. John Alcock
dangerous places.
winter to fortify Boston against the went down to the White Islands in
8— Never pass cars on hills, curves, and Lieut. Arthur W. Brown in first
Ernest
Munro's
new
boat
one
day
this
celeration, comfort,
British. That saved a lot of hisnon-stop flight across Atlantic from
week he learned why folks who are crossings.
oric spots for old Boston. Knox was
safety, reliability, and
9—Adapt your driving to road con St. Johns to Ireland.
afflicted
with
it
are
at
first
afraid
military genius; a fine old type of
May 21, 1927—Col. Charles A. Lindthey will die, and then afraid that ditions—rain, ice, soft spots and ruts
idventurer and also a liberal spender.
low up-keep cost.
10— It doesn’t pay to take the “right I>ergh, New York to Paris.
they will not. His host begged him
June 6. 1927—Clarence D. Chamber
to keep a stiff upper lip and assured of way” too seriously.
Come in and let us
The Rockland Firemen’s Sporting him that they would soon strike
11— •When you drive, remember the lin. New York to Germany.
,
’
lub
issues
a
challenge
to
any
firstJune 30, 1027—Commander Richard
plenty of good fishing. The Brock- times when you’re a pedestrian.
tell you of the quality
lass handtub in the State for a j ton Ernest was not interested, and
12—Know the law. It was passed I E. Byrd, New York to France.
that has been built into
playout to take place anywhere at mured the Rockland Ernest that if for your protection.
Aug. 2S, 1027—William F. Schlee
ny time. Anyone who is interested the bay was full of scarlet whales
“It is estimated that 20,000.000 per- j and William Brock, Newfoundland to
this car and of the new
should communicate with B. C. Nash that the Rockland public landing sons will tour on American highways Rendon.
secretary. Box 341, Rockland. Th would be preferable to another mo this summer," Mr. Mann continued
June 17, 1928—William Stultz,
manufacturing meth
next regular meeting of this club ment’s existence on the rolling waves “Recognition of the rights ot other- Newfoundland to Wales.
will
be
held
tomorrow
night
at
Burpee
And he has declared his intention of will he essential Many unpleasanods that enable the
June 17. 1929—“Yeilow Bird,” Old
Club rooms, Main street. There are forever barling olives from his menu. tries and accidents will be avoided if Orchard to Spain.
Ford Motor Company
>ther musters July 27 and Aug. 26-27.
motorists, at times of ch se situa
The Failure s:
ind the club is going. It now has 85
Timothy E. MdXamara is leaving tions, will recall these rules and act
Nov. 17. 1919—Harry C. Hawker
to sell it at such a low
nembers and is still recruiting. This tomorrow for Eagle Rock. Va.. where accordingly. They are the recomand McKensie Grieve rescued at sea
no
one-man
club,
says
Secretary
he is to have charge of his brother mqndatlons of the Ford Motor Com in attempted flight, St. Johns to Ire
price.
Nash.
James H. McNamara's lime business pany offered to give greater piece of land.
while the latter is making a summer's mind to those who travel by auto
Sept. 6, 1927—Plane Old Glory and Where East is East’’ with Lon trip abroad. Mr. McNamara is to mobile.”
*-rew of three lost in attempted flight,
Chaney is being shown at the Strand sail from New York July 20. accom
Old Orchard to Rome.
I
Theatre today.
The Paramount- panied by his nephew John McInnis,
SWAN’S ISLAND
Sept. 7, 1927—Capt. Terrence Tully
Christie all-talking two-reel picture, who will be his guest throughout the
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Robertson ef tnd Lieut. James Metcalf, lost in at
‘When Caesar Ran a Newspaper,’’ for trip. The landing is to be made in
Friday and Saturday, opens with Ireland, where a visit will be paid to Thomaston spent the Fourth with tempted flight from Newfoundland
their daughter Mrs. Cleveland Tra ! to London.
nartial music as the editorial room Westport, in County Mayo, from
KNOX COUNTY
Mrs. Fred Knight and daughter
Oct. 13, 1927—Capt. George Halde- I
-f the Rome “Morning After” is dis which town there came to Rockland Florence of Rockland are visiting
man and Ruth Elder rescued at sea
MOTOR SALES CO.
covered, with Caesar in his toga and in the 1840’s Timothy McNamara and relatives here.
near Azores when forced down en
C33 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND TEL. 33 with a slight hangover, trying to get Mary, his wife, who became wellThe celebration in Odd Fellows hal’ route from Roosevelt Field to Paris.
»ut the afternoon edition. A song known citizens and here raised up a was well attended July 4.
Much i May 23 1927—Commander Fran
lovelty complete s the program. The large and prominent family. Not un pleasure was add?d to the day by tlv |
feature picture is “Thunderbolt,” 100 til now has any member of the immi ball game between Stonington an cisco de Pin* do in seaplane left Treper cent talking with George Ban grant's family paid a visit to the Swan’s Island with a score of 4 to 1' |J passey, N. F„ for Rome via Azores
hut was forced down at sea and ship
croft.
“ould sod" and it is easy to believe in favor of Swai.'s Island.
was towed to Azores where after re
Mrs. Emma I ock of Lincolnville pairs continued flight.
that ''Jimmy'' will there receive a
T. Bailey, a noted marine artist cordial greeting, in particular from is guest of Mr. tnd Mrs. Arin Milan
Dec. 23, 1927—Plane “The Dawn,”
’rom Massachusetts, was in the city those who bear his family name. at the Lighthouse.
Tuesday, enroute for Bar Harbor. From Ireland the travelers will move
Mrs. Ada Leighton who has been with Mrs. Frances Grayson, lost on '
way to Harbor Grace, N. F. from |
Beautiful Samoyede-Spitz Puppies, He brought along some of his re on to visit Paris and the battlefields visiting Mrs. Ella Morse for Severn Roosevelt Field.
Mother is pedigreed samoyede. Price markable paintings, with a view to of France, thence to Venice and weeks was called home by the illne - , Several planes were wrecked in
reasonable.
MRS. CLARA GRAY interesting the Community Yacht Rome, taking ship home for home at of her husband.
Club in purchasing them, but found the expiration of ten weeks of travel
Luella Holmes spent the Fourth taking off from flying fields in pro- \
4 State Street, City.
jected trans-Atlantic crossings in
hat the organization was not in a and sight-seeing.
with friends in Vinalhaven.
"inancial condition to indulge in lux
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bowen an i cluding the plane piloted by Rene
Fonck, noted French war ace, which
uries. He did find two patrons, how
Two cute little pigs escaped from son of Rockland visited Mr. and Mr.- crashed Sept. 21, 1926 at Roosevelt
ever, in J. N. Southard and Donald Northend pens Tuesday forenoon and Calvin Stockbridge la^t week.
Leach of the North National Bank, proceeded to romp through all the
Mrs. Olive Walker of Rockland an ’ Field, killing two mechanics
In August 1928, Bert Hassell and
ZENITH
who were not only delighted to obtain posy gardens and vegetable gardens Mrs. George Wallace and daughter o
marine pictures of such high calibre, in the neighborhood. Presently the Bath who w« re visiting at the Island Parker Cramer attempted to fly
AUTOMATIC RADIO
across the North Atlantic stopping at
>ut appreciated an intimate talk with telephone wires leading to City Hall have returned home.
Frank Bridges has a new Paige car Greenland, hut their plane was forced
in artist of such high standing.
HAMILTON BEACH
began to sizzle with complaints, and
Donald Hooper of Millinocket i down in the ice. The fliers were res
nothing must do but Patrolmen Ed
CLEANERS
Through the medium of an Asso ward C. Ingraham and Charles H visiting Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Butman cued.
MAYTAG GYRAFOAM ciated Press despatch which bore a McIntosh should go to quell the dis
Portland date line, Rockland has turbance. James street was reached
WASHERS
twice been advertised this summer before the occupants of the patrol
Electrical Work of All Kinds
is “the hottest place in Maine.” The
wagon caught sight of the miscreants.
atest misinformation on this subject Then began a chase which has no
24 HOUR SERVICE
CALL 370
.vas broadcast to the whole world parallel in police annals. Hither and
Monday when the Associated Press yon ran the cops, with at least 50
•redited Rockland with unofficially iiappy kids joining in the pursuit. All
laving a temperature of “95 to 102.” of the windows in the neighborhood
ROCKLAND
305 BROADWAY
< )f course everybody in Rockland were up, regardless of the flies, and
78-tf
mows that this was absurd, for while a hundred housewives shrieked words
It's vacation time and vacation weather, and vacation clothing
the humidity was pronounced, the of advice. One of the pigs ran be
has the call right now. To be comfortable and yet look right is
hermometers did not register as high tween Patrolman Ingraham’s legs,
what everybody wants. We can help you.
is 90 in the shade, let alone 102. Such
and the graceful traffic director sud
hspatches are not only very untrue, denly thought he was on a merry-goMEN'S AND BOYS' LINEN AND CRASH KNICKERS, at
but arc extremely hurtful to a city round. One of the pigs was red........................................................................... $1.C0, $1.75, $2.25, $3.50
which prides itself on having a cli haired, and possibly because of this
mate and temperature which espe- fact the auburn haired McIntosh con
MEN'S and BOYS' KHAKI PANTS in longs, shorts and Knickers.
Standard FI
•i illy appeal to folks in the over fined his attention exclusively to him.
FANCY SWEATERS are selling big these days; they seem
heated cities.
With the aid of a farmer the pigs
to have the call. Plain colors are the best sellers, in
were finally gathered into the patrol
l’ut awnings on your home for wagon and taken to the poliee station,
green, blue, scarlet, black and tan ................... $2.03, $3.00, $4.53
comfort. They add beauty and dis indulging in a prodigious squealing
BOYS’ SHIRTS and BLOUSES in sport models and regular
tinction and save fading of paper as the cart went through Main street,
styles; assorted colors or white broadcloth; each ............ $1.03
Far M Piste,
and furnishings.
Phone 12G2-W. and afterward at the police station.
Rockland Awning Co. Mr. iSimmons Mayor Carver stood the music as long
MEN'S SHIRTS, ENGLISH BROADCLOTH SHIRTS, beau
With Cl Graphotypo and Cabinet
for estimates.—adv
83-84
ties, at ....................................................................... $1.00, $2.00, $2.50
as he could, and then ordered the pigs
All Complete
to the city farm.
GOLF STOCKINGS for men and boys at ................. 50c, $1.00, $1.50
and contract bridge play
As new, in original pack ersAuction
will be interested to know that
LADIES' SILK STOCKINGS, big sellers .......................... $1.35, $1.53
ings. At a bargain. If in Mrs. Arthur Brown, a teacher of these
DANCE
subjects in Hartford Conn., will give
terested write to
lessons to a limited number while
EVERY FRIDAY EV’G
resting the next few weks in this
C.
L. U. HALL, CLARK ISLAND
city. Mis. Brown lias successfully
Refreshments Served
taiight classes from the best families
This Week and Hereafter
of Hartford. She may he reached by
J}T-Th-tf
telephone for details at 983-R. 81-83

and price

SILK DRESSES,
FLANNEL DRESSES
Two and Three-Piece Jersey Dresses
Cotton Dresses, Everything in Cool Dresses
fc r hot summer days

lasts

ano

patterns

$4.95

AAtoD

R. E. NUTT SHOE STORE

GEOROE
BANCRf
.Thunderbolt

436 Main Street

Rockland

(2 paramount picture
Hear him make love ! Thunder
bolt !
The laughing giant who
rules lawless men ! Holds wom
en by his very strength ! Tears
his enemies apart !
Bancroft’s
greatest character !

TEL. 409

TODAY
SINGING AND TALKING

ALL TALKING

“A

DANGEROUS

WOMAN”

Featuring

Baclanova, Clive Brook, Neil Hamilton

100% Talking
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT PRESENTATIONS
NEWS

“When Caesar Ran a
Newspaper”
a playlet

ON THE VITAPHONE

DAPHNE POLLARD
A Headline Comedienne

100%
TALKING

Comedy
“PUCKERED
SUCCESS”

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

WM. BOYD

DAISY BELL

—IN—

Song Novelty

“HIGH VOLTAGE”

100%
TALKING

MONDAY-TUESDAY

WITH

Maurice Chevalier

Owen Moore, Carol Lombard, Diane Ellis

the idol of Paris

Two beautiful girls—four strong men, alone, in a snow-buried
mountain shack. William Boyd’s first 100% Talkie
COLORART
“MOTHER”
COMEDY
“SIX BEST FELLOWS”

in

“Innocents of Paris”
All Talking, Singing and Dancing
Shows—2.00, 6.30, 8.30
Continuous 2.00 to 10.30 Saturday

Matinee 20c

Children 10c

VITAPHONE PRESENTATION

Val and Ernie Stanton
A “BIG TIME” ACT

Evening
20c, 25c
Children 10c

